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Abstract 

Traditionally, Augmented Reality systems place virtual objects in the real world 

using fiducial markers. Nowadays, in order to avoid such artificial markers that may 

become intrusive to the environment, markerless tracking techniques have been applied to 

the so named Markerless Augmented Reality systems. The removal of the markers from the 

scene implies the use of more sophisticated computer vision algorithms, capable of 

describing what is being seen based uniquely on the image features. Many works have been 

performed focusing the optimization of such algorithms, but the choice of target platform 

and best optimization approaches to use is still difficult. This work intends to alleviate this 

choice by explaining the pros and cons of each target platform, and highlighting the 

experience obtained while developing Augmented Reality algorithms for each one of them. 

 

Keywords: Augmented Reality, Optimization, FPGA, GPGPU, CUDA. 
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Resumo 

Tradicionalmente, sistemas de Realidade Aumentada posicionam objetos virtuais no 

mundo real através do uso de marcadores fiduciais. Hoje em dia, com o objetivo de evitar 

que tais marcadores interfiram no ambiente, técnicas de rastreamento sem marcadores têm 

sido aplicadas aos denominados sistemas de Realidade Aumentada Sem Marcadores. A 

remoção dos marcadores da cena implica no uso de algoritmos mais sofisticados de visão 

computacional, capazes de descrever o que está sendo visto unicamente através de 

características da imagem. Muitos trabalhos têm sido realizados focando a otimização de 

tais algoritmos, mas a escolha da plataforma de execução e quais as melhores abordagens 

de otimização a utilizar ainda são tarefas complexas. Este trabalho pretende facilitar essa 

escolha através da descrição dos prós e contras de cada plataforma de execução, 

ressaltando a experiência obtida ao desenvolver algoritmos de Realidade Aumentada para 

cada uma delas. 

 

Palavras-chave: Realidade Aumentada, Otimização, FPGA, GPGPU, CUDA. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

This chapter shows a brief introduction to the problems approached by this 

dissertation, justifying the importance of choosing wisely the target platform for developing 

hard real time Augmented Reality applications. 

1.1. Motivation 

Computer vision is the construction of explicit, meaningful descriptions of physical 

objects from images. Image understanding is very different from image processing, which 

studies image-to-image transformations, not explicit description building. Descriptions are 

a prerequisite for recognizing, manipulating, and thinking about objects [1]. 

The human visual system perceives a world of coherent three-dimensional objects 

with many invariant properties. Objectively, the incoming visual data do not exhibit 

corresponding coherence or invariance; they contain much irrelevant or even misleading 

variation. Somehow our visual system, from the retinal to cognitive levels, understands, or 

imposes order on, chaotic visual input. It does so by using intrinsic information that may 

reliably be extracted from the input, and also through assumptions and knowledge that are 

applied at various levels in visual processing. 

The challenge of computer vision is one of explicitness. In other words, how to 

make information from the scene so explicit that it is possible to read it automatically? 

Which exact information about the scenes can be extracted from an image using only very 

basic assumptions about physics and optics? What computations must be performed? 

Then, at what stage must domain-dependent, prior knowledge about the world be 

incorporated into the understanding process? How are world models and knowledge 

represented and used? This work focuses on the implementation of representations and 

mechanisms that allow image information and prior knowledge to interact in image 

understanding. Some computer vision algorithms are implemented and analyzed in order to 

find the best execution platform for each one of them. 

The first Computer Vision experiments were conducted in the late 1950s, and many 

of the essential concepts have been developed during the 1970s. Due to its growing since 

its creation, crucial ideas have arisen in disparate areas such as artificial intelligence, 

psychology, computer graphics, and image processing. The more accurate and refined a 

computer vision system is, the more computational power may be demanded. 

Currently, there is a great variety of areas using computer vision algorithms, such as: 
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 Agricultural/Forestry: Fruit Grading [2], Harvest Control [3], Plant 

Health/Condition Monitoring [4]; 

 Animal/Insect Monitoring: Fish Modeling and Tracking [5], Flock Tracking 

[6]; 

 Architectural/Construction: Archeological Applications [7], Building 

Description [8], Building Recognition [9], Model Reconstruction [10]; 

 Commercial Applications: Bar-Code Reading [11], Currency Verification 

[12], Signature Identification and Verification [13]; 

 Cultural: Image-Based Empirical Information Acquisition [14], Dance 

Description [15]; 

 Document Processing: Form and Layout Understanding [16], Equation 

Understanding [17]; 

 Entertainment/Media Industry: Computer Games [18], Cut 

Detection/Scene Segmentation [19], Video Copy Detection [20]; 

 Environmental Analysis/Monitoring: Oil Spill Analysis [21][22]; 

 Forensic: Crime Scene Reconstruction [23], Shoeprint Recognition [24]; 

 Human: Movement Analysis [25], Motion Tracking [1], Gesture Analysis [26]; 

 Image and Video Enhancement and Restoration: Motion Deblurring [27], 

Image Object Removal [28], Restoration [29]; 

 Industrial: Food Manufacture [30], Inspection [31]; 

 Medical: Surface Reconstruction [32], Skeletal Age Estimation [33], 

DNA/Genome Analysis [34]; 

 Military: Aircraft Identification/Tracking [35], Missile Tracking [36], Military 

Vehicle Detection [37], Target Recognition/Tracking [38]; 

 Navigation, Mobility and Vehicle Control: Docking Control [39], Obstacle 

Detection and Avoidance [40]; 

 Remote Sensing: Building Detection [41], Cloud Identification/Tracking [42]; 

 Safety: Flame and Fire Detection [43], Land Mine Detection [44]; 

 Scientific: Particle Tracking [45], Astronomical [46]; 

 Security and Surveillance: Background Labeling [47], Car Park Surveillance 

[48], Intruder Detection and Tracking [49]; 

 Sports: Event Detection/Analysis [50][51]; 
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 Traffic and Transport: Airport Monitoring [52], Vehicle License/Number 

Plate Analysis [53]; 

 Virtual Reality: Object Model Construction [54]. 

 

Besides all areas listed before, there is the Augmented Reality (AR), which also 

makes use of computer vision algorithms. AR systems superimpose virtual information - 

2D or 3D, textual or pictorial - onto real world scenes in real time, enhancing user's 

perception of and interaction with the environment [55]. Nowadays, AR is applied in 

different fields, such as entertainment [56], medicine [18], manufacturing and repair [55], 

and training [57]. The technical challenges lie in determining, in real time, what should be 

shown where and how [18]. Traditionally, AR systems place virtual objects in the real world 

using fiducial markers. Such artificial markers are used to support camera position and 

orientation tracking by the system, and are intrusive to the environment. In order to solve 

this problem, markerless tracking techniques have been applied to the so named Markerless 

Augmented Reality (MAR) systems [58] [59] [60]. Figure 1-1 illustrates the use of such 

fiducial markers in order to place a virtual statue on the scene. 

 

Figure 1-1. AR example 

The removal of the markers from the scene implies the use of more sophisticated 

computer vision algorithms, capable of describing what is being seen based on the image 

features. Also, because of the real time constraint, intensive research related to 

performance optimization is required. Many works [61][62] have been performed focusing 

the optimization of such algorithms, but it still difficult to determine what are the best 

target platform and optimization approaches for each application scenario. This work 

intends to alleviate this choice by explaining the pros and cons of each target platform, and 

highlighting the experience obtained while developing AR algorithms for each one of them. 
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Computer vision and more specifically AR applications have real time constraints, 

which demand a high computational power in order to be executed adequately. One of the 

most important steps of AR systems' pipeline is real time tracking. Since in MAR multiple 

features should be tracked in large images, this process shows unfeasible to be performed 

using a conventional CPU approach. Figure 1-2 illustrates a MAR example, in which a 

pacient’s head is covered by virtual information. In this case, no fiducial marker is used. 

Instead, the head is tracked according to the features present on the image. 

 

Figure 1-2. MAR example 

Another area that makes use of computer vision algorithms is 3D reconstruction 

[59]. Through the analysis of a sequence of images, it is possible to establish 

correspondences between image features and then reconstruct the scene based on the 

triangulation of the selected points. This processing is commonly performed offline. 

Strictly, MAR and 3D reconstruction are independent fields that count on specific 

techniques for solving their problems, such as template matching, edge detection, point 

sampling and optical tracking, among others. However, when interaction is the matter, 

both technologies may get together. MAR uses cameras in order to track features of 

interest. In a very similar approach, the Structure from Motion (SfM) [59] technique in the 

3D reconstruction field can recover objects information by estimating camera movement, 

which gives a result similar to MAR tracking. MAR and 3D reconstruction must perform 

tracking in order to recover cameras' relative pose. Once the correct pose information has 

been obtained, MAR based systems are able to work, remaining to handle object occlusion. 

Determining occluding and occluded objects is important for preserving user's 

sense of immersion, transmitting the impression that all objects in a scene are real, although 

some of them can be synthetic. The way of dealing with object occlusion has also an 

intersection with 3D reconstruction; the extraction of depth maps allows either rendering 
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the non-occluded portion of virtual objects or determining characteristics of the modeled 

world. However, performing interaction tasks such as occlusion in real time is 

computationally costly. Currently, some MAR systems have started to embed physics, as 

can be seen in [63]. Physical behavior enhances user experience, but has heavy processing 

demand. Furthermore, simulating particles, fluid dynamics or even a large amount of 

elements in a scene does not provide good results using a sequential CPU approach [64], 

since real time constraints are not enforced. This problem becomes worse if considering 

that such processing will happen together with the MAR pipeline steps.  

An approach to tackle the poor results with CPU implementations is to use the 

AGEIA Physx Physics Processing Unit (PPU). This device comprises a dedicated hardware 

used to perform specific simulation tasks, such as deformable objects and fluid dynamics 

[65]. Recently, NVIDIA reported that its GeForce 8 graphics processors gained PhysX 

support, due to the acquisition of AGEIA's PhysX technology [66]. Photorealistic image 

synthesis algorithms are slowly being introduced in the standard pipeline of AR 

applications. This is one of the most challenging open problems in AR. Bimber et al. [67] 

supposed that a consistent illumination between virtual and real objects is essential to 

accomplish compelling results in AR applications. Sugano et al. [68] and Madsen et al. [69] 

stated that a reliable shadow schema is mandatory to achieve a desired realism level. Until 

now, just shadows were added to the AR pipeline, remaining a whole image synthesis area 

to be explored in this context [70].  

It is important to say that photorealistic rendering in real time is a problem that can 

be solved natively in the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), requiring only modifications 

made in the graphics pipeline through the use of shaders. However, such problems have 

not been designed for General-Purpose computation on the GPU (GPGPU) platforms. 

They can perform per vertex and per pixel computation, but the execution is attached to 

the rendering task, sometimes slowing down some tasks, such as memory copy between 

host and device, as will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

1.2. Problem Statement 

Generally, developers seek for the best infra-structure for their applications to run. 

A common problem for high performance algorithm developers is to find the best 

execution platform in order to run the designed code. Currently, there are three main 

alternatives that can be adopted: embedded computing (using Digital Signal Processors 

(DSPs) or Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)), parallel programming (through the 
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use of massively parallel devices like GPUs) or more commonly, optimized CPU 

architectures [92]. 

1.3. Research Objectives 

This work intends to show what has been developed on embedded computing and 

GPUs regarding computer vision and AR algorithms. The evolution of both platforms, 

FPGAs and GPUs, and also CPU architectures, allowed more complex algorithms to take 

benefit of these new hardware capabilities. 

The general objective of this work is to help developers finding the best execution 

platform for their algorithms. From the title of this work (“Fiding an adequate scape pod to 

real time augmented reality applications”), the term “scape pod” means “alternative”. In 

other words, it focus on how to get AR applications running in real time, using as an 

alternative platforms other than the conventional CPU approach. This should be possible 

by achieving the following specific objectives: 

 Study and experimentations about FPGA and GPU, which are two of the 

most promising platforms for implementing computer vision and AR 

algorithms. 

 Comparison of both platforms and highlight of their strong and weak 

points. 

 Development of case studies capable of taking benefit of the specific 

features from each one of the platforms. 

 Analysis of case studies in respect to the obtained performance, and a 

discussion about techniques that could be used for further optimizations. 

This work is based on implementations performed by the Virtual Reality and 

Multimedia Research Group - GRVM of the Computer Science Center of the Federal 

University of Pernambuco, and also the research community. As with the related work to 

be presented, case studies developed by GRVM comprise both platforms. 

1.4. Dissertation Outline 

This dissertation has been structured in order to introduce the concepts involved 

and help the developer choosing the most adequate execution platform for his/her 

applications. It was written according to the norms of the Brazilian Association for 

Technical Norms (ABNT) [71]. The remainder of this document is organized as follows. 
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The second chapter provides details about some basic concepts used in this work, 

such as the FPGA architecture and the NVIDIA CUDA technology. 

The third chapter details both platforms regarding their specific architectures, at the 

same time it shows which applications have been developed recently for both of them. 

The fourth chapter enumerates the case studies developed and highlights some 

important features from each project. 

The fifth chapter compares the execution of some algorithms in both platforms, 

embedded and GPU, and provides some recommendations for choosing the target 

platform according to the algorithm to be implemented. 

The sixth chapter draws a conclusion for this dissertation and shows some 

interesting future works to it. 

All references used to develop this work are shown in the seventh chapter. 
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Chapter 2 – Basic Concepts 

This chapter groups some basic concepts used in this work. It describes both 

FPGA architecture and NVIDIA CUDA technology. 

2.1. FPGA Architecture 

A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is a semiconductor device that can be 

configured by the customer or designer after manufacturing – hence the name “field-

programmable”. FPGAs are programmed using a logic circuit diagram or a source code in 

a hardware description language (HDL) to specify how the chip will work. They can be 

used to implement any logical function that an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 

could perform, but the ability to update the functionality after shipping offers advantages 

for many applications. 

FPGAs contain programmable logic components called “logic blocks”, and a 

hierarchy of reconfigurable interconnects that allow the blocks to be “wired together” – 

somewhat like a one-chip programmable breadboard. Logic blocks can be configured to 

perform complex combinational functions, or merely simple logic gates like AND and 

XOR. In most FPGAs, the logic blocks also include memory elements, which may be 

simple flip-flops or more complete blocks of memory. 

A recent trend has been to take the coarse-grained architectural approach a step 

further by combining the logic blocks and interconnects of traditional FPGAs with 

embedded microprocessors and related peripherals to form a complete “system on a 

programmable chip”. An alternate approach to using hard-macro processors is to make use 

of “soft” processor cores that are implemented within the FPGA logic. 

Many modern FPGAs have the ability to be reprogrammed at “run time”, and this 

is leading to the idea of reconfigurable computing or reconfigurable systems – CPUs that 

reconfigure themselves to suit the task at hand.  

Historically, FPGAs have been slower, less energy efficient and generally achieved 

less functionality than their fixed ASIC counterparts. A combination of volume, fabrication 

improvements, research and development, and the I/O capabilities of new supercomputers 

have largely closed the performance gap between ASICs and FPGAs. 

Advantages include a shorter time to market, ability to re-program in the field to fix 

bugs, and lower non-recurring engineering costs. Vendors can also take a middle road by 
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developing their hardware on ordinary FPGAs, but manufacture their final version so it 

can no longer be modified after the design has been committed. 

The primary differences between CPLDs and FPGAs are architectural. A CPLD 

has a somewhat restrictive structure consisting of one or more programmable sum-of-

products logic arrays feeding a relatively small number of clocked registers. The result of 

this is less flexibility, with the advantage of more predictable timing delays and a higher 

logic-to-interconnect ratio. The FPGA architectures, on the other hand, are dominated by 

interconnect. This makes them far more flexible (in terms of the range of designs that are 

practical for implementation within them) but also far more complex to design for. 

Another notable difference between CPLDs and FPGAs is the presence in most 

FPGAs of higher-level embedded functions (such as adders and multipliers) and embedded 

memories, as well as to have logic blocks implement decoders or mathematical functions. 

Some FPGAs have the capability of partial re-configuration that lets one portion of the 

device be re-programmed while other portions continue running. 

Applications of FPGAs include digital signal processing, software-defined radio, 

aerospace and defense systems, ASIC prototyping, medical imaging, computer vision, 

speech recognition, cryptography, bioinformatics, computer hardware emulation and a 

growing range of other areas. 

FPGAs originally began as competitors to CPLDs and competed in a similar space, 

that of glue logic for PCBs (printed circuit boards). As their size, capabilities, and speed 

increased, they began to take over larger and larger functions to the state where some are 

now marketed as full systems on chips (SoC). Particularly with the introduction of 

dedicated multipliers into FPGA architectures in the late 1990s, applications which had 

traditionally been the sole reserve of DSPs began to incorporate FPGAs instead. 

FPGAs especially find applications in any area or algorithm that can make use of 

the massive parallelism offered by their architecture. One such area is code breaking, in 

particular brute-force attack, of cryptographic algorithms. FPGAs are increasingly used in 

conventional high performance computing applications where computational kernels such 

as FFT or Convolution are performed on the FPGA instead of a microprocessor. 

The inherent parallelism of the logic resources on an FPGA allows for considerable 

compute throughput even at a low MHz clock rates. The flexibility of the FPGA allows for 

even higher performance by trading off precision and range in the number format for an 

increased number of parallel arithmetic units. This has driven a new type of processing 
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called reconfigurable computing, where time intensive tasks are offloaded from software to 

FPGAs. 

The adoption of FPGAs in high performance computing is currently limited by the 

complexity of FPGA design compared to conventional software and the extremely long 

turn-around times of current design tools, where 4-8 hours wait is necessary after even 

minor changes to the source code. 

Traditionally, FPGAs have been reserved for specific vertical applications where 

the volume of production is small. For these low-volume applications, the premium that 

companies pay in hardware costs per unit for a programmable chip is more affordable than 

the development resources spent on creating an ASIC for a low-volume application. 

Today, new cost and performance dynamics have broadened the range of viable 

applications. 

The most common FPGA architecture consists of an array of configurable logic 

blocks (CLBs), I/O pads, and routing channels. Generally, all the routing channels have the 

same width (number of wires). Multiple I/O pads may fit into the height of one row or the 

width of one column in the array. 

An application circuit must be mapped into an FPGA with adequate resources. 

While the number of CLBs and I/Os required are easily determined from the design, the 

amount of routing tracks needed may vary considerably even among designs with the same 

amount of logic. Since unused routing tracks increase the cost (and decrease the 

performance) of the part without providing any benefit, FPGA manufacturers try to 

provide just enough tracks so that most designs that will fit in terms of LUTs and IOs can 

be routed. 

A classic FPGA logic block consists of a 4-input lookup table (LUT), and a flip-

flop, as shown in Figure 2-1. In recent years, manufacturers have started moving to 6-input 

LUTs in their high performance parts, claiming increased performance. 

 

Figure 2-1. Typical logic block 

There is only one output, which can be either the registered or the unregistered 

LUT output. The logic block has four inputs for the LUT and a clock input. Since clock 

signals are normally routed via special-purpose dedicated routing networks in commercial 
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FPGAs, they and other signals are separately managed. For this example architecture, the 

locations of the FPGA logic block pins are shown in Figure 2-2. 

 

Figure 2-2. Logic block pin locations 

Each input is accessible from one side of the logic block, while the output pin can 

connect to routing wires in both the channel to the right and the channel below the logic 

block. Each logic block output pin can connect to any of the wiring segments in the 

channels adjacent to it. Similarly, an I/O pad can connect to any one of the wiring 

segments in the channel adjacent to it. For example, an I/O pad at the top of the chip can 

connect to any of the W wires (where W is the channel width) in the horizontal channel 

immediately below it. 

Generally, the FPGA routing is unsegmented. That is, each wiring segment spans 

only one logic block before it terminates in a switch box. By turning on some of the 

programmable switches within a switch box, longer paths can be constructed. For higher 

speed interconnect, some FPGA architectures use longer routing lines that span multiple 

logic blocks. 

Whenever a vertical and a horizontal channel intersect, there is a switch box. In this 

architecture, when a wire enters a switch box, there are three programmable switches that 

allow it to connect to three other wires in adjacent channel segments. The pattern, or 

topology, of switches used in this architecture is the planar or domain-based switch box 

topology. In this switch box topology, a wire in track number one connects only to wires in 

track number one in adjacent channel segments, wires in track number 2 connect only to 

other wires in track number 2 and so on. The following figure illustrates the connections in 

a switch box. 

 

Figure 2-3. Switch box topology 
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Modern FPGA families expand upon the above capabilities to include higher level 

functionality fixed into the silicon. Having these common functions embedded into the 

silicon reduces the area required and gives those functions increased speed compared to 

building them from primitives. Examples of these include multipliers, generic DSP blocks, 

embedded processors, high speed IO logic and embedded memories. 

FPGAs are also widely used for systems validation including pre-silicon validation, 

post-silicon validation, and firmware development. This allows chip companies to validate 

their design before the chip is produced in the factory, reducing the time to market. 

To define the behavior of the FPGA, the user provides a hardware description 

language (HDL) or a schematic design. The HDL form might be easier to work with when 

handling large structures because it's possible to just specify them numerically rather than 

having to draw every piece by hand. On the other hand, schematic entry can allow for 

easier visualization of a design. 

Then, using an electronic design automation tool, a technology-mapped netlist is 

generated. The netlist can then be fitted to the actual FPGA architecture using a process 

called place-and-route, usually performed by the FPGA company's proprietary place-and-

route software. The user will validate the map, place and route results via timing analysis, 

simulation, and other verification methodologies. Once the design and validation process is 

complete, the binary file generated (also using the FPGA company's proprietary software) 

is used to reconfigure the FPGA. 

The most common HDLs are VHDL and Verilog, although in an attempt to 

reduce the complexity of designing in HDLs, which have been compared to the equivalent 

of assembly languages, there are moves to raise the abstraction level through the 

introduction of alternative languages. 

To simplify the design of complex systems in FPGAs, there exist libraries of 

predefined complex functions and circuits that have been tested and optimized to speed up 

the design process. These predefined circuits are commonly called IP cores, and are 

available from FPGA vendors and third-party IP suppliers. 

In a typical design flow, an FPGA application developer will simulate the design at 

multiple stages throughout the design process. Initially the RTL description in VHDL or 

Verilog is simulated by creating test benches to simulate the system and observe results. 

Then, after the synthesis engine has mapped the design to a netlist, the netlist is translated 

to a gate level description where simulation is repeated to confirm the synthesis proceeded 

without errors. Finally the design is laid out in the FPGA at which point propagation delays 
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can be added and the simulation run again with these values back-annotated onto the 

netlist. 

2.2. NVIDIA CUDA 

The NVIDIA's G80 processor was the first CUDA-compliant hardware available. 

It can be accessed through a low-level parallel thread execution virtual machine, and a 

virtual instruction set architecture called PTX (Parallel Thread Execution). When the 

application is transferred to the target hardware, PTX code is translated to the device 

instruction set. Contrary to ATI's interface to their hardware, named Close To Metal 

(CTM), that has a very well defined low-level interface, NVIDIA focused on a C-based 

language, although it still requires a great knowledge of how the GPU works, as well as 

about its hardware. 

The GeForce 8800 GTX, one of the first G80-based cards, has 16 groups of 8 

Scalar Processors (SPs) each, totalizing 128 processors. This architecture enables the GPU 

to use these groups, called multiprocessors, to process blocks of 64 to 512 threads. These 

blocks are divided into groups of 32, called warps, the lowest scheduling unit used by the 

multiprocessor, since they do not work on a thread-level context switch. Kernel is a 

program, executed as blocks of warps, but the arrangement of threads in blocks and blocks 

in grids is defined by the programmer, as seen in Figure 2-4. 

 

Figure 2-4. G80 execution model 

Each multiprocessor contains 8 SPs and 2 Special Function Units (SFUs). The 

SFUs are used to calculate more complex instructions like sine, cosine and logarithm. 

Special instructions are several times slower because of the precision required, but it is 

possible to execute most instructions faster, in a less precise mode. An integer 
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multiplication, for example, is processed by a SFU and requires 8 cycles, while the lower 

precision mode of this instruction (24 instead of 32 bits) can be executed by the SPs in only 

2 cycles. Concluding, speed, rather than precision, is a major concern when rendering 3D 

scenes, the main purpose of GPUs. 

The memory model implemented on the G80 is shown in Figure 2-5. It defines the 

scope for memory access operations: threads can individually read/write registers and local 

memory; threads in the same block can read/write in the same segment of shared memory; 

and all the threads in the grid can communicate through reads/writes in global memory. 

Per-grid read-only operations are enabled for constant memory and texture memory. As 

for memory organization, some of it is located on chip, like registers and shared memory, 

while texture, constant, local and global memory are implemented in device memory. Only 

reads from texture and constant memory can be cached. This organization confirms that 

the GPU is designed for highly parallel computation of high arithmetic intensive problems; 

it is not recommended to use GPUs for any tasks that are not massively parallel. The G80 

processor can be compared to a performance-optimized calculator, so the scope of 

applications that can benefit from GPU execution is not as big as if there was used a 

massive multi-core CPU. 

 

Figure 2-5. GPU memory model 

To take advantage of the G80 capabilities, there are some guidelines that should be 

considered when developing applications, including hardware limitations that the 

programmer must be aware of. The maximum number of threads per multiprocessor is 

768, or 24 warps; these threads must be organized in a maximum number of 8 blocks per 

multiprocessor, and 512 threads per block. Each multiprocessor contains 8,192 32-bit 
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registers, 16 KB of shared memory, 8 KB of cached constants and 8 KB of cached 1D 

textures. 

Memory latency is a significant matter, since the cost of memory access depends on 

its location. Contrary to what can be seen on hierarchical memory architectures, local 

memory is not faster than shared memory; indeed, it is several times slower, and cannot be 

cached. That is because local memory is a partition of the device memory, so it is important 

to use faster, on-chip, shared memory and registers. 

Another issue when developing for CUDA is to appropriately feed the G80 with 

enough threads for execution, as the processor can schedule millions of threads. In order 

to help developers design efficient applications (in terms of memory and processor usage), 

NVIDIA released a CUDA Occupancy Calculator; using just a few parameters, as threads 

per block, registers per thread and shared memory per block, the programmer can know 

how much he/she can improve CUDA applications. The CUDA profiler can give the same 

occupancy information, and also kernel execution times in both GPU and CPU. The time 

spent with memory transfers is also monitored. 
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Chapter 3 – Embedded Computing and 

Parallel Programming 

This chapter groups some related applications regarding computer vision and 

Augmented Reality into two classes: those using FPGAs and those using GPUs. Both 

platforms appear as alternatives to CPU implementations, since the difficulties inherent to 

the scaling of single thread performance without maximizing power dissipation lead CPU 

vendors to the integration of multiple cores on a single die. Furthermore, even multicore 

CPU architectures are not sufficient to perform some complex algorithms in real time. 

Besides that, GPGPU and FPGA-based software/hardware co-design are becoming 

increasingly popular means to assist general purpose processors in performing complex and 

intensive computations on accelerator hardware [72]. 

GPUs and FPGAs, together with other co-processors like IBM’s Cell [73], DSPs, 

media processors [74] and network processors [75], are able to process work offloaded by 

the CPU and send the results back upon completion. The so called accelerators (special 

purpose processors designed to speedup compute-intensive sections of applications) range 

from general purpose processors optimized for throughput over single thread 

performance, through programmable, domain specific processors optimized for 

characteristics of a particular application domain, to custom, application specific chips 

which are possibly implemented with reconfigurable hardware, such as FPGAs. Due to the 

vast parallel computing resources and increasingly friendly programming environments of 

accelerators, they can be considered good fits to speedup compute intensive and especially 

data parallel parts of applications. 

Next generations’ computer system will certainly include in their architectures some 

accelerators, being the GPU and video processors the most common ones. Nowadays, 

accelerators are mainly found as add-in boards [72]. In a near future (nex three years) they 

will probably be located side by side with the CPU (on the same chip), thus reducing 

communication overhead [76]. 

According to the type of application, there are different and unique demands on 

computing resources (such as memory accesses, arithmetical operations, signal 

conversions), and applications that work well on a certain platform not necessarily map to 

another, and this is even true for different phases of a single application. Accelerators 

produced by different vendors may show significant differences in their hardware 
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architecture, middleware support and programming models, which causes the processors 

designed for the same special task to favor different subsets of applications [72]. 

Programming methodologies range from direct hardware implementations for 

FPGAs [77], through hardware description languages, to high level languages supported by 

GPUs [78]. These technologies are widely different and it is yet unclear which one is best 

suited to a given task. 

A challenge facing developers is to understand application behavior on different 

accelerators to determine how to divide the applications into phases that can execute on 

available accelerators in the most efficient and cost-effective way. To comprehend these 

issues it is necessary to recognize first the requirements of which application characteristics 

map well to which accelerators, and what issues arise in a computing acceleration model. 

As a first step to advance in the understanding of these issues, this dissertation lists several 

different applications running on FPGAs and GPUs. Other works have compared GPUs 

with FPGAs for video processing applications [79], analyzing the performance 

characteristics of applications such as Monte-Carlo simulations and Fast Fourier Transform 

(FFT) [78]. Next, both platforms will be detailed regarding their specific architectures, at 

the same time we show which applications have being developed recently for both of them. 

3.1. Accelerating with FPGAs 

FPGAs resemble traditional mask-programmed gate arrays by their modular, 

extensible structure that includes both logic and interconnect, but differ in that end users 

complete their programming at their site. These programmable devices have revolutionized 

the way system designers implement logic. Considering only “glue logic”, FPGAs are now 

at the heart of the system, radically reducing development time, cost, and system power 

requirements while increasing overall performance for systems around the world [80]. 

Programmable logic has been evolving from the last 40 years according to Moore’s 

Law, which has allowed FPGA designers to pack more and more functionality into a single 

chip, while the cost per logic element continues to decrease at an average of 20 percent per 

year [80]. Thanks to a giant leap in density and performance, DSP blocks and soft core 

processor integration, and constantly decreasing cost per function, FPGAs are currently in 

a variety of systems, mainly consumer electronics. 

FPGAs were created to be an innovative prototyping platform. Big, dense, although 

expensive, these devices were the hardware designer’s desire. The ability to load up on 

features and functions, make a mistake, and start all over again for free provided a risk-free 
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drawing board. Today’s key point about using FPGAs in consumer applications is the 

ability to add features and functions to the end product through updating the FPGA. When 

the majority of the design is finalized and ready for mega-volumes, it is not unusual to 

implement that design into an Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and then add 

a neighboring FPGA strictly to incorporate or update features and functions [80]. 

Back in 1997, based on the fact that building a general purpose computer vision 

system was a “grand challenge” problem because of the intensive computational 

characteristics of the vision algorithms, Ratha & Jain [81] demonstrated a custom 

computing approach. Their work intended to alleviate the problem of achieving optimal 

granularity for different stages as the same hardware gets reconfigured at a software level 

for different layers of the application. They used a Xilinx 4010-based custom computer, 

which uses reconfigurable logic blocks as basic compute elements. This way, the logic 

required for each application can be generated by an appropriate control bit stream. 

The problem of compiling and optimizing image processing algorithms for FPGAs 

is well known among hardware engineers. Draper et al. [82] developed a high-level 

language for expressing image processing algorithms, and an optimized compiler that 

targets FPGAs, in order to change how reconfigurable systems are programmed from a 

hardware-oriented circuit design paradigm to a software-oriented algorithmic one. 

Nowadays, by using tools such as the Cynthesizer [83], from Forte, a developer can fully 

generate a circuit taking as basis a SystemC [84] source code. 

In his master thesis, Nelson [85] focused his work on developing hardware 

implementations of three popular image processing algorithms using an FPGA-based video 

processing system. The high level software implementations were done in Matlab, while the 

low level ones were written in VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Hardware 

Description Language) [86]. He showed that FPGAs are well suited for high-speed 

windowing algorithms and highlighted the longer development time inherent to FPGA 

design, in comparison to DSP design. 

Kurino et al. [87] detail the idea behind smart vision chips, in which 2D images are 

simultaneously processed in parallel. Since each pixel must have a photo-detector and 

successive processing circuits to realize high level image processing, it is very difficult to 

achieve smart vision chips by using conventional 2D Large Scale Integration (LSI) 

technology because such smart vision chips have low fill-factor and low resolution. 

Therefore, they proposed the use of 3D integration technology for the design of such 

chips. 
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Gokhale et al. [88] proposed the Streams-C system, which was developed to 

support stream-oriented computation on FPGA-based parallel computers. Compared to 

the hand-crafted design, the Streams-C-generated circuit takes three times the area and runs 

at half the clock rate. In terms of time to market, the hand-done design took a month to be 

developed by an experienced hardware developer. The Streams-C design took a couple of 

days, for a productivity increase of ten times. 

Hammes et al. [89] presented a high level, single assignment programming language 

targeting reconfigurable systems. The proposed language was developed for image 

processing applications. Some canonical image processing functions, like Prewitt, Canny 

and Wavelets were implemented using this specified language.  

Chalimbaud et al. [90] presented an active vision sensor with enhanced window 

capabilities. The concept of their sensor is to integrate an active vision system next to a 

complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) imager. With a dedicated active 

system, the sensor is able to locate a region of interest in an independent way. Through the 

use of random access of pixels, it is possible to develop efficient algorithms. The same 

authors presented in [91] a “visual task” which can be considered as a part of their active 

vision sensor. This task consists in a tracking of gray levels windows of interest. According 

to the size of the window, the acquisition rate varies from 200 to 1000 frames per second 

(fps). 

Guo et al. [92] performed a statistical analysis of the speedup factors of FPGAs 

over processors. They emphasized the spatial parallelism that can be exploited on the 

FPGA, but, on the other hand, they stated that this feature does not account for the whole 

speedup. Three general-purpose processor platforms were compared to a Xilinx Virtex 

FPGA. The results obtained provided a deeper understanding of the tradeoff between 

system complexity and performance when designing Systen-on-Chip (SoC) as well as 

designing software for Configurable System-on-Chip (CSoC). They showed that in spite of 

the clock cycle advantage of CPUs, the instruction efficiency of the FPGA is an important 

factor, and varies from 6 to 47 on their benchmarks. They also showed that FPGA 

implementations are very efficient in term of loading and storing data to/from memory or 

I/O. Speedups up to 100 times are obtained by the use of FPGAs instead of general-

purpose processors. 

Chalimbaud & Berry [93] presented an architecture dedicated to image processing. 

The original aspect of their approach was the use of a high density FPGA to build a 

versatile embedded smart camera. Their system allows the implementation of parallel image 
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processing algorithms. They validate the proposed architecture by showing an example 

capable of performing template tracking. 

Sen et al. [94] developed a design methodology for generating efficient, target 

specific HDL code through the use of coarse-grain reconfigurable dataflow graphs as a 

representation to guide the designer. The methodology was demonstrated using as a case 

study an algorithm for gesture recognition that was developed previously in software, by 

the same authors. In order to show the utility and efficiency of their approach, the HDL 

implementation was synthesized on a Xilinx Virtex II FPGA. 

Greco [95] presented a method for implementing image processing and computer 

vision algorithms in hardware. His system used pipelining methods to construct the 

application flow and provide a flexible and fast platform for the development of image 

processing algorithms. He provides two demonstrations of the architecture’s 

implementation in FPGA: a object tracking based on its color and a vehicle detection. 

Watanabe et al. [96] described a high-speed vision system for real time applications, 

which is capable of processing visual information at a frame rate of 1000 fps, including 

both imaging and processing. Their system performed moment-based analysis of several 

objects. The proposed system achieves high-speed image processing by providing a 

dedicated massively parallel co-processor for moment extraction. The co-processor has a 

high performance core based on a pixel-parallel and object-parallel calculation method. 

They constructed a prototype system and evaluated its performance. 

A low-cost, open source, embedded computer vision platform was presented in 

[97]. It was designed to provide a flexible and easy open source development environment 

along with a more powerful hardware platform. The goal of the system is to provide simple 

vision capabilities to small embedded systems in the form of an intelligent sensor. 

White [98] is currently working on a research project which aims to develop an 

accurate real time embedded image registration system that can be used in various problem 

domains (e.g., wearable computing, robotics, and surveillance) while investigating the 

natural tradeoffs between throughput, cost, generality, and accuracy. An image registration 

algorithm and complementing hardware architecture is being developed using FPGAs and 

the results are targeted to multiple platforms, in order to facilitate integration with other 

embedded image processing systems. FPGAs were used due to their small size, low cost 

compared to other platforms, possibility of parallel architectures and ability of on-the-fly 

reconfiguration. 
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3.2. GPUs as Co-Processors 

Since the time GPUs were fixed-function processors, they have evolved into 

powerful programmable processors, with both application programming interfaces (APIs) 

and hardware increasingly focusing on the programmable aspects of the GPU. The result is 

a processor with enormous arithmetic capability (a single NVIDIA GeForce 8800 GTX 

can sustain over 330 giga floating-point operations per second (Gflops)) and streaming 

memory bandwidth (80+ GB/s), both substantially greater than a high-end CPU [99]. The 

GPU has a distinctive architecture centered on a large number of fine-grained parallel 

processors. 

Just as important in the development of the GPU as a general-purpose computing 

engine has been the advancement of the programming model and programming tools. The 

challenge to GPU vendors and researchers has been to strike the right balance between 

low-level access to the hardware to enable performance and high-level programming 

languages and tools that allow programmer flexibility and productivity, all in the face of 

rapidly advancing hardware. 

Until recently, GPU computing could best be described as an academic exercise. 

Because of the basic nature of the tools and techniques, the first generation of applications 

was notable for simply working at all. As the field matured, techniques became more 

sophisticated and the comparisons with non-GPU work more rigorous. A recent survey of 

the field summarizes this age of GPU computing [100]. 

The fixed-function pipeline lacked the generality to efficiently express more 

complicated shading and lighting operations that are essential for complex effects. The key 

step was replacing the fixed-function per-vertex and per-fragment operations with user-

specified programs running on each vertex and fragment. Over the past six years, these 

vertex programs and fragment programs have become increasingly more capable, with 

larger limits on their size and resource consumption, with more fully featured instruction 

sets, and with more flexible control-flow operations. 

After many years of separate instruction sets for vertex and fragment operations, 

current GPUs support the unified Shader Model 4.0 on both vertex and fragment shaders 

[101]. As the shader model has evolved and become more powerful, and GPU applications 

of all types have increased vertex and fragment program complexity, GPU architectures 

have increasingly focused on the programmable parts of the graphics pipeline. Indeed, 

while previous generations of GPUs could best be described as additions of 
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programmability to a fixed-function pipeline, today’s GPUs are better characterized as a 

programmable engine surrounded by supporting fixed-function units. 

The remainder of this section will provide information about some work that has 

been done regarding GPU programming, related to image processing, AR and computer 

vision areas, mainly using Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA). 

Michel et al. [102] have accelerated a robust model-based 3D tracking system by 

programmable graphics hardware to operate online at frame-rate during locomotion of a 

humanoid robot. The tracker is able to recover the 6 degrees-of-freedom pose of viewable 

objects relative to the robot. The results obtained allowed the robot to successfully and 

rapidly localize, approach and climb stairs, as well as to avoid obstacles during walking. 

Grosse & Bimber [103] proposed to replace spherical apertures that are commonly 

used in projectors by coded apertures. It was shown that optimized aperture codes always 

perform better for digital defocus compensation than ordinary round openings with the 

same light throughput. Their work currently supports 12-16 fps for images in XGA 

resolution and 1-14 scales. Grosse & Bimber believe that upcoming graphics hardware will 

clearly make real time performance possible for a large number of scales. 

Pock et al. [104] [105] combine variational methods and graphics hardware in their 

work. Variational methods have demonstrated considerable success in computer vision for 

diverse tasks such as denoising, segmentation, registration, stereo matching etc. The 

authors take benefit of the fact that variational methods may provide a mathematically 

clean and powerful formulation of the vision problem in terms of energy functional that 

have to be minimized. A speedup of 200 times is obtained in comparison to Matlab 

implementations. 

Mateo & Otsuka [106] implemented a real time visual tracker that targets the 

position and 3D pose of objects in video sequences, specifically faces. Using a GPU with 

CUDA technology, they can achieve performance improvements as large as ten times 

compared to a similar CPU-only tracker. The novelty of the proposed work lays not only in 

the usage of a stream processor for 3D visual tracking, but also in an improved sparse 

template initialization method that improves the accuracy and stability of tracking by means 

of a simple, generic 3D model of the human face. 

3.3. Closing Thoughts 

Every single work described earlier had to deal with the same question: what is the 

best or more suitable platform that will allow the application to have the best performance? 
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It is possible that in some cases this choice was only based on hardware availability or 

development knowledge. This dissertation intends to give more variables that will allow the 

project designer to justify his/her decision about the chosen platform. By examining 

architecture details from each platform, their pros and cons, the chances of choosing the 

right implementation alternative will increase significantly. Case studies for illustrating 

specific details about each platform, along with performance comparisons, will be 

presented on next chapters. 
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Chapter 4 – Case Studies 

This chapter introduces some case studies performed by the author and coworkers 

at the GRVM CIn UFPE [107]. The first two are related to the development of computer 

vision modules for recognition using FPGAs. The other ones comprise GPU development, 

more specifically, using CUDA technology. Three different algorithms were implemented: 

quad detection [108], Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi optical flow tracker [109] and labeling [110] 

(this one being implemented in both platforms, FPGA and GPU). The results obtained 

with all case studies will make part of the comparison on next chapter, and for this reason 

they will be presented later. 

4.1. Quad Detection on FPGAs 

The ARCam project (Augmented Reality Camera) [111][112][113] is an ongoing 

project from the GRVM, at the CIn UFPE, sponsored by CNPq [114]. Its goal is to 

provide a complete framework for implementing a platform based on FPGA technology 

for AR applications in the form of a dedicated hardware system. The Quad Detection was 

born as a subproject of the ARCam and before describing with more details the 

functionalities of this case study, a brief overview of ARCam will be given, since it is not in 

the scope of this work. 

4.1.1. ARCam Project 

Most AR mobile applications [11][62] use a hybrid hardware-software approach, 

while ARCam targets the use of specific processors only. All the functionalities provided by 

ARCam are implemented using a hardware description language, VHDL, which results in 

an embedded dedicated system. 

The project incorporates an FPGA with approximately 60 thousand Logic 

Elements (Les), an image sensor and a VGA display. The image sensor is responsible for 

capturing real world information. The FPGA is connected to the sensor and realizes all 

image processing and implements the necessary computer vision algorithms in order to be 

able to show the resulting augmented video on the display. 

ARCam project’s main goal is to construct a framework for the development of AR 

solutions, with a flexible system that facilitates the creation of new applications by the use 

of the infrastructure available. Originally, the project intends to embed the ARToolkit 

library [116], which is a vastly used library for marker-based AR applications. Using 
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ARCam framework, it will be possible to create different types of solutions, such as smart 

cameras for use in automated equipment inspection. 

The proposed architecture consists of an image sensor to capture images from the 

environment, a VGA monitor to display the information that enhances user’s visualization, 

and an FPGA as processor, controller and storage unit. 

 

Figure 4-1. AR platform architecture block diagram 

The architecture design is shown in Figure 4-1. The Video-IN block converts the 

analog video input to digital RGB format. The Omnivison’s CMOS circuit OV7620 is a 

single-chip video/imaging camera designed to provide a high level of functionality in a 

single package. The device incorporates an image array operating up to 30 fps. The process 

unit is an Altera Stratix II FPGA with 48,352 Adaptative Look-Up Tables - ALUTs 

(equivalent to 60,440 LEs), 2,544,192 bits of RAM memory, 36 DSP blocks and 144 

multipliers. The Video-OUT block converts from digital RGB format to analog video 

output for VGA monitors. The VGA interface is a Triple Video D/A converter 3 x 8 bits 

at 180 megapixels per second. 

Since the FPGA internal memory blocks impose a severe storage limitation, the 

input resolution of 320 x 240 was chosen and later converted to a 640 x 480 video output. 

This limitation is due to problems we had while accessing external memory, so only 

internal memory is used at the moment. 
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The basic infrastructure of our architecture is represented by the following cores. It 

is mandatory their use in every application developed. 

 I2C Image Sensor Control: this block uses I2C protocol to control all required 

camera functions, including exposure control, gamma, gain, white balance, 

color matrix, color saturation, hue control, windowing, among others. 

 Video Decoder Interface: receives image sensor signals and controls the 

storage of acquired images in the color memory. The image sensor’s output is 

basically composed by three electric signals: vertical, horizontal and pixels 

synchronism. They inform respectively when a frame and a line finish, and 

when a pixel is available at the bus. 

 Color Memory: stores a 320 x 240 real world image in RGB666 format [115]. 

Stratix II devices have three sizes of embedded RAM blocks. This color 

memory uses all of the 2 M-RAM blocks (64K x 18) to print the first 200 lines 

of the frame and uses also 50 M4K blocks (12.8K x 18) to print the last 40 lines 

of the frame. This totalizes 58% of FPGA’s embedded RAM blocks. 

 Middle Memory: intermediary memories needed to process AR algorithms. 

The number of middle memories and word length depends on the algorithm 

used. 

 AR Memory: stores pixels resulting from AR algorithms. 

 AR Algorithm Pipeline: implements AR tasks. This module corresponds to the 

user application and it is developed according to the desired functionality. 

 Real/Virtual Selector: based on AR Memory pixels, this core functions like a 

multiplexer and decides which value will be sent to Video-OUT block. 

 Video Encoder Interface: sends digital RGB signals (real or virtual pixels) and 

VGA control signals (vertical or horizontal synchronism, for example) to 

Video-OUT block. At this stage, the system’s output used is a VGA, so that 

the board can be connected to both, a Head Mounted Display (HMD) or a 

common video monitor. At a second stage, we plan also to include an 

embedded Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). 

ARCam platform offers a design model based on a components library that allows 

developers to access each component for performing a specific functionality. These 

components can then be combined in order to supply the AR application with the desired 

behavior. 
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The implementation flexibility provided by a HDL, such as VHDL, makes possible 

the scalability whenever it is necessary to duplicate components in order to improve 

processing performance. 

Several image processing components with different purposes were implemented to 

compose ARCam infrastructure. These components perform typical image functions and 

they are intended to be used for designing AR applications. At this moment, we have 

implemented components with the following functionalities: binarization, gray scale, 

labeling, mean filter, edge detection, generic convolution, centroid estimation, quad 

detection, 3D object wireframe rendering and pattern recognition. 

4.1.2. Quad Detection Module 

Marker recognition is widely used by AR applications developers, in order to have 

the registration of the scene. A common marker utilized is a quad shape [117]. Therefore, 

this module representing a component that performs quad detection is very useful in the 

ARCam project context [118]. 

The four steps involved in a quad detection process (border tracing, vertex 

reduction, polygon approximation and quad classification) are performed by three modules 

that, together, compose the quad detection component, as shown in Figure 4-2. This 

subsection aims to explain this component, presenting the steps involved in this processing 

and the obtained results. 

 

Figure 4-2. Quad detection component and its inner modules 

The first step needed in order to perform quad detection is to identify the borders 

present in the image. Identifying these borders allows, in further steps, to separate all the 

shapes that will be analyzed to verify if they are quads or not. 

The first thing to be considered before choosing an algorithm to perform border 

tracing is the type of image to be processed. Since we have a module that performs edge 
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detection in the image and generates a binary output, mentioned previously, the easiest way 

to trace the borders is to use this binary representation, because this is the simplest format 

that is possible to achieve. Therefore, a very simple algorithm may be applied to perform 

border tracing. 

This algorithm consists in tracing the border using a set of eight (8) possible 

directions (8-connectivity). In Figure 4-3 it can be seen that using this approach makes it 

possible to trace the border in vertical, horizontal and diagonal directions, and this is 

needed to detect quads that can be rotated in any degree. Figure 4-3 also shows that the 

directions must be used following an anti-clockwise direction. 

 

Figure 4-3. 8-connectivity search 

Before starting to trace the borders present in the image, the border tracing module 

needs to store the actual frame received from the edge detection module. Once the frame is 

stored into an inner memory, the tracing algorithm takes place. The algorithm starts 

searching for a black pixel in the image from the top left. Once this pixel is found the 8-

connectivity search is applied to find the neighbor black pixel to this one. If a neighbor 

black pixel is found then 8-connectivity is applied again to find a neighbor of this new one. 

The x and y coordinates of the black pixels that are part of the border are stored into two 

memories. This is done until the algorithm reaches the beginning of the border again. 

When this happens, the next step of the quad detection, namely vertex reduction, takes 

place using as its input the memories with the coordinates of the border pixels. 

Once quad detection is finished for the last border found, the border tracing 

algorithm searches for another border in the current frame. This border is then traced and 

this process is repeated until the quad detection is executed on each border present on the 

current frame; just then a new frame is loaded. 

Figure 4-4 shows the border tracing step results. Each border was rendered with a 

different color in order to show that they can be distinguished by the application. 
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Figure 4-4. Border tracing results 

The goal of a vertex reduction process is to simplify the polyline found during the 

border tracing step. This is important because not only most vertices present on the border 

found, during the previous step, are useless for performing the quad detection but also 

having a big number of vertices could turn the next step, polygon approximation, too long. 

During the vertex reduction, successive vertices that are clustered too closely are 

reduced to a single one. The distance used to determine the discarded vertices is called 

tolerance. Figure 4-5 represents the usage of this algorithm. An initial vertex V0 is fixed, 

and then successive vertices Vi are tested. If the distance between these vertices and V0 is 

less than the defined tolerance then these vertices are rejected. Otherwise the vertex is 

accepted as part of the new simplified polyline and is used as a new initial vertex for further 

simplification. 

 

Figure 4-5. Vertex reduction 
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As earlier mentioned, the vertex reduction step remains under development. Once 

it is finished, it will provide two memories with the x and y coordinates of the simplified 

border to be fed into the next step. 

The first phase of polygon approximation and quad classification process aims to 

provide the best polygon shape that represents the last border found on the current frame. 

Once the polygon shape is achieved then it is classified as a quad or not. Figure 4-6 depicts 

each stage involved in the polygon approximation of a given polyline. 

 

Figure 4-6. Polygon approximation 

To perform the polygon approximation the Douglas-Peucker algorithm [119] was 

chosen. This algorithm is based on the distance between a vertex and an edge segment and 

on a tolerance (ε) like the one used by the vertex reduction process. To start the algorithm, 

two extreme points of the polygon are connected. This connection defines the first edge to 

be used. Then the distance between each remaining vertex and this edge is tested. If there 

are distances bigger than ε, then the vertex with the biggest distance away from the edge is 

added to the simplification. This process continues recursively for each edge of the current 

step until all distances between the vertices of the original polyline and the simplification 

are within the tolerance distance. 
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The second phase of this step consists of analyzing the set of vertices that are part 

of a polygon shape to verify if it is a quad or not. All features related to the quad shape 

must be verified, namely, if there are only four vertices, if the polygon is convex, if its area 

is relatively wide and if the angles are near 90 degrees. 

The result of this verification represents the end of the quad detection processing. 

When this result is achieved, the border tracing step must start to search for another border 

on the current frame and then the sequence of steps takes place again. 

Figure 4-7 illustrates a scene captured by the webcam, in which an ARToolkit-like 

marker is used. In the image, the user is positioning the marker on the camera’s Field of 

view, in order to get its recognition by the system. Figure 4-8 shows the detected quad 

highlighted in white. 

 

Figure 4-7. Marker being positioned in front of the camera 

 

Figure 4-8. Detected quad highlighted in white on screen 
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4.2. Labeling on FPGAs 

The labeling algorithm [121] is a procedure for assigning a unique label to each 

object (a group of connected components) in an image. This algorithm is used for any 

subsequent analysis procedure and for distinguishing and referencing the labeled objects. 

Labeling is an indispensable part of nearly all applications in pattern recognition and 

computer vision. 

The efficiency of the labeling algorithm is critical for many image processing and 

machine vision applications that require real time response. Advances in the areas of 

parallel processing and VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) technology can be exploited in 

designing hardware algorithms for high speed data throughput. In this case study, a simple 

and fast algorithm for labeling connected components in binary images (only two colors, 

black and white), based on the massive parallel paradigm, is implemented. 

Since labeling is an intrinsically global algorithm, depending of information from 

every part of the image, there are many obstacles to be surpassed so that it enables the 

creation of a fully parallel approach. As far as we know, there is no other massive parallel 

labeling algorithm, and the proposed one takes benefit of the multi-core parallel processing 

by dividing the problem at a pixel level context. An approach of a grid of processing units 

is used and each element is responsible for updating its label value, during a specific 

number of iterations.  

The architecture and PEs have low complexity and can be implemented, for 

example, as a special purpose VLSI chip. In our algorithm the processing elements (PEs) 

are systolic (each PE computes data and stores it independently of each other), and since 

the dataflow is regular, it is not unidirectional and the computation realized by them is 

identical. 

4.2.1. Initial Approach 

In order to have a massive parallel algorithm for labeling, we must divide the 

processing of the image as much as possible. This may be accomplished by isolating the 

operations for each pixel in the image, in a way that each of them can work independently 

from the others. Since labeling represents a global algorithm (which needs information 

from different locations on the image), data must be exchanged from pixel to pixel in order 

to guarantee that at the end of the algorithm execution, connected regions present the same 

label value. 
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The minimal processing unit of our algorithm is named “spider”, due to its 

connections be similar to the legs of a real spider. It receives label information from its 

neighbors by connecting directly to them. 

Definition of a connected region can consider only four (4) neighbors (left, right, 

up and down) or eight (8) neighbors (plus diagonals). Based on this decision different 

results are obtained, as illustrated in Figure 4-9. This process reads the binary image from 

top to bottom, and left to right. Since only 4 neighbors are used with the image on the left, 

the label values are not spread on the diagonals. This way, there are 5 different label values, 

instead of a single one (image on the right). On the left (4 neighbors case), the labels start 

with value 1 and begin to be spread across the entire image. When using 4-connectivity, 

there is no connection between the pixels assigned with value 1 and pixels assigned with 

value 3, since the concept of diagonals are not used. Because of this fact, there are 5 

different label values as result. On the contrary, on the right side of the image, the 8-

connectivity scheme is used. Since now the label values can also be spread through the 

diagonals, the value 1 is passed to all other connected pixels. 

 

Figure 4-9. Labeling algorithm based on 4 neighbors (left) and 8 neighbors (right) 

Since the 8-connectivity is traditionally used in image processing, this characteristic 

was chosen to implement our algorithm. Due to this fact, each spider presents eight (8) 

input connections, from which it gathers data from the neighbors, and a single output 

connection, used to inform its corresponding label value to the surrounding spiders. This 

spider like connection schema is illustrated in Figure 4-10. Spiders on the borders of the 

image will always receive the same inputs (constant) to replace missing neighbors. 

Assuming that all spiders are correctly connected, the algorithm works as described next. 

At first, all spiders must initialize their label value with a number according to their 

x (horizontal) and y (vertical) coordinates. This can be calculated starting from left to right 

and from top do down, as shown in Figure 4-10. Since each spider has knowledge about its 

position on the grid, the label initialization can be done independently. Besides the spider 

coordinates, the label value assigned to the spider depends also on the existence of a black 

pixel in the image at the corresponding position. If there is a white pixel, the value 0xFF 

(for example, the highest possible value not pertaining to the set of labels) is assigned to 
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the spider, instead. The grid uses this same value as constant input for replacing the missing 

label inputs on spiders located in the borders of the image. We use the terms “black spider” 

for the ones related to black pixels and “white spiders” for the opposite ones. 

 

Figure 4-10. Connection schema for an 8 x 8 spider grid 

The next step of the algorithm consists in comparing all neighbor label values with 

spider’s internal value, searching for the lowest one. In sequence, the internal value of the 

spider is updated with the one found. Since 0xFF represents white pixel locations, a black 

spider never receives this value, and it will always be higher than a valid label. 

In order to have all spiders with a consistent label value, which means having the 

same label as connected neighbors, they must perform the label update process a specific 

number of times, which varies according to the image size. At this point, one disadvantage 

of our proposed algorithm is that the constant time for performing label calculation is tied 

to the worst-case time. Since all spiders work independently from the others, one cannot 

know if its label value already corresponds to the final correct one. Because of this fact, the 

number of iterations is important and only after finishing all iterations we can be assured of 

the label values correctness. 

As said before, the algorithm works spreading label values using the black pixels as 

path. This way, the time necessary for the image to be labeled must correspond to the 

longest black pixel path for the spread to occur. Since we are dealing with 8-connectivity, 

the length of the paths can use the diagonals as shortcuts and thus take less time to 

complete the path. Some examples are given in Figure 4-11, along with their respective 

time needed to spread the label through the path. 
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Figure 4-11. Number of iterations needed to completely spread the labels 

The maximum number of iterations needed to spread the labels completely across 

the image equals the size of the longest spiral path minus the shortcuts taken by the 

diagonal neighbors minus 1, since it begins the iterations with the initial value set. In Figure 

4-11.d, only seven (7) iterations are necessary to spread the single label through all image. 

Figure 4-11.c needs zero (0) iterations, since every label in this image has length = 1. Figure 

4-11.b takes about twenty-eight (28) iterations to complete and Figure 4-11.a, the worst 

scenario, takes thirty-one (31) iterations. Then, the number of iterations needed by our 

algorithm to completely spread the labels through the image can be found by Equation 

(4-1), which corresponds to the length of the longest spiral in an m x m image (m must be a 

multiple of 4): 

 

1
2

m
n

2

. 

(4-1) 

Figure 4-12 shows the resulting label values of the spiders after each processing 

step. As explained before, a flow from smaller labels to bigger ones can be noticed. 

Although this example needs only seven (7) iterations to be completed, we must wait for 

thirty-one (31) iterations. This happens because we do not know how much iterations will 

be necessary to wait before running the algorithm, and therefore the worst case has to be 

considered. 

 

Figure 4-12. Label results using our proposed algorithm 
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According to the platform the algorithm will be implemented on, one can take 

advantage of its intrinsic characteristics. For example, in a low level implementation, the 

content of each spider could be inside itself, and the entire grid could be directly 

connected, speeding up accesses to neighbor label values during iterations. In the following 

sections two different implementations of our algorithm will be detailed: one focusing 

FPGA (low level implementation, fully parallel) and another focusing GPU/CPU (almost 

fully parallel). 

4.2.2. Optimizations to the Initial Approach 

The idea represented by our algorithm may be easy to implement, but demands a 

great quantity of memory accesses (according to the platform used). In FPGA, a PE per 

pixel means more logic gates spent, while in GPU it means memory bank conflicts. In 

order to diminish both problems, we worked on a modification for optimizing the 

algorithm. The new PE version was named spiderOpt. 

Basically, the idea consists in processing blocks of pixels instead of individual 

pixels. We start from the assumption that neighbor pixels share the same label. This way, 

we can compress the image into groups of 2 x 2 pixels, called blocks. Suppose there is a 

black pixel inside this block; if there is another pixel inside the same 2 x 2 region, since they 

are connected, they have the same label value. This optimization also decreases the number 

of initial labels assigned to pixels. The proposed optimization works on compressed 

images, in a way that each block of 2 x 2 pixels has a binary mask that indicates the 

position of its black and white pixels. 

Since we are dealing with HD (High Definition) images (1024 x 1024 pixels of 

resolution), this approach diminishes the workload to 0.25, because now the images are 

four (4) times smaller than the original ones. The label spreading phase of our optimized 

algorithm has to compare the mask of the current block with the neighbor block masks. If 

a block is connected to another, the minor label is spread to the other block. This way, we 

access (read and write) information about four pixels at once. Since label values travel from 

block to block (jumping two pixels), the number of iterations is also diminished. The new 

amount of iterations needed by the algorithm to spread the labels for the worst scenario in 

an m x m image is calculated by Equation (4-2). Since it performs half of the iterations 

needed, the denominator value doubles: 
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The new connection schema for the optimized version of the algorithm is shown in 

Figure 4-13. For the same input images exposed in Figure 4-11, the new amount of 

iterations needed by the algorithm to spread the labels is 15, 15, 0 and 3, respectively. If a 

stop condition is added to this optimized version, the execution time of the algorithm will 

depend on image’s content, not having to wait always for the worst-case time. An example 

of stop condition could be to check for changes on the internal values of all PEs. In case 

none of the PEs changed their internal values regarding two following iterations, the labels 

are already fully spread and the processing can be stopped. 

 

Figure 4-13. Connection schema for an 8 x 8 spiderOpt grid 

4.2.3. FPGA Implementation 

The development of the FPGA module was done using Altera’s Quartus II 

software version 5.1 build 176 targeting a Stratix II EP2S60F1020C4 DSP development 

board from Altera, which features 24,176 adaptive logic modules (ALMs) and 48,352 

ALUTs. The implementation was performed in VHDL. 

The FPGA implementation of our connected component labeling algorithm takes 

full advantage of the parallel characteristics of the algorithm. Since the number of iterations 

is fixed for each image size, no complex logic is required to the controlling module to find 

out the end of the algorithm. 

According to the algorithm’s description, one spider is assigned to each pixel in the 

image. Spiders are connected to each other by signals, which are further synthesized as 

wires. Depending on image’s size, the number of wires necessary can be really big. Since 

each spider needs eight (8) wires and shares its connections with its neighbors, for an image 

with n pixels, a total amount of 4n wires is necessary. The connections allow each spider to 

know neighbor spiders’ label values. However, spiders located on grid’s border don’t have 

all eight (8) neighbors. To solve this problem, each connection to a nonexistent neighbor 

receives the maximum label value. 
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A spider is a PE consisting of four 3-input comparators that receive neighbor 

spiders’ values, compare them with its own value and deliver the smallest one. The result is 

then assigned as spider’s own value, available to every neighbor for the next iteration (on 

the next clock cycle). Each algorithm iteration takes a single clock cycle to be completed. 

For prototyping purposes, a serial interface built in the FPGA was used to transfer 

image data to the board. A receiving module listens to the serial interface for a byte and 

then sends it to a control module that places each bit at the right position. The receiving 

module then waits for the next byte to be sent. It was used a serial interface operating at 

115,200 Bd. Such interface offers very low speed and thus creates large delays during every 

communication step.  

Those delays can certainly be reduced by simply using newer and faster 

communication interfaces broadly available in public domain, such as the PCI Express. In 

case the image is being captured by a camera, a device such as a Vision Chip [110] could be 

used. With this technology, photo detectors and PEs are placed together, avoiding 

transferring data between source and computing device. Communication delays are, 

therefore, not being considered during performance comparisons in this work. 

As for clock frequency, the board has an oscillator that generates a 100MHz clock 

frequency input. It’s then used a Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) to keep the module running at 

66.6MHz, although the maximum clock frequency achieved for a 16 x 16 image size is 

80MHz. A lower frequency was used in order to facilitate the synchronization between 

labeling module and serial communication. The PLL also generates a second clock signal to 

the controlling modules of the serial interface, which runs at 1.8432MHz. Keeping a clock 

cycle at 15ns, it is possible to complete the algorithm execution in 0.001905ms. In order to 

achieve these clock frequencies, some optimizations have been used during compilation, 

such as highest effort for fitting operation and optimized synthesis for speed. The 

maximum clock frequency achieved for each image size is shown in Table 4-1. This clock 

frequency varies according to the complexity of the synthesized circuit. The most complex 

is the circuit, the lower the is the maximum running frequency. 

Table 4-1. Maximum running frequency using a Stratix II EP2S60F1020C4 

 8x8  16x16  20x20  

Maximum Clock Frequency 107MHz 80MHz 59MHz 

 

In terms of physical area, each PE uses around 50 ALUTs and 30 ALMs. The serial 

and controlling modules do not demand many resources, so the small amount of available 
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area in the FPGA is the biggest constraint to image size. For the previously described 

board, it has been possible to synthesize a connected component labeling module to an 

image up to 20 x 20 pixels. 

A solution to increase image’s size would be to use less PEs per pixel, what 

diminishes the amount of logic gates used. This can be observed in Table 4-2, which 

compares spider’s and spiderOpt’s implementation. The amount of logic gates (ALUTs and 

ALMs) used is about three times smaller with the optimized implementation. Although we 

were planning to use the algorithm for HD images, for the FPGA board used, we were 

able to synthesize a grid of up to 20 x 20 spiderOpts, which means processing a 40 x 40 

pixels image. 

Table 4-2. Resources used for different image sizes 

  8 x 8 16 x 16 20 x 20 

S
p

id
er

 

ALM 2,021 (9%) 9,345 (47%) 19,835 (90%) 

ALUT 3,401 (7%) 15,302 (37%) 30,288 (72%) 

sp
id

er
O

p
t ALM 585 (3%) 2,875 (12%) 4,667 (19%) 

ALUT 1,028 (2%) 4,969 (10%) 7,989 (17%) 

 

In order to check if a spiderOpt is connected to another, it must check its 

neighbor’s pixel mask, since two spiderOpts with different valid label values are not 

necessarily connected. Its circuit follows the same principles of the original spider 

architecture. However, comparators show more complexity with the optimization, since 

they need to verify both pixel masks and label values. 

A larger area FPGA is always a solution when it comes to area limitation problems, 

at the cost of a lower maximum clock frequency, due to the increasing delays between the 

components, as they are placed farther. 

4.3. Labeling on GPUs 

Since the labeling problem relies on image’s global information for associating the 

connected regions, the processing unit must have access to all pixels inside its search range. 

In order to have the labeling algorithm implemented in parallel, one should be tempted to 

divide the problem in two consecutive steps: local labeling processing and further merge of 

the obtained labels. There is a tradeoff between these two steps: the easier and more 
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parallel the local labeling step is, the more complex the merge becomes. In the approach 

used for performing this case study, we decided to perform a simple local labeling and at 

the same time create a hybrid (sequential/parallel) merge implementation [120]. Till now, 

this was the best solution found by us for labeling implementation on GPUs using CUDA. 

It important to notice that both algorithms implemented on FPGA and GPU perform the 

labeling operation. The difference is how they were implemented, in order to take benefit 

of each platform. 

4.3.1. The Parallel Algorithm 

The parallel labeling implementation is generic enough to divide an input image of 

nm  pixels in bb nm  blocks, each one able to process independently from the others. 

The variables bm  and bn  represent the division factor along the x  and y  axes, 

respectively. As a consequence, the size of each image block should be 
bb n

n

m

m
 pixels, as 

shown in Figure 4-14. 

 

Figure 4-14. Input image divided in blocks 

The local labeling algorithm implemented was the one described in [121]. The 

method scans a binary image from top to bottom and from left to right, per line. 

Conceptually, the operations can be divided into four major steps that are illustrated in 

Figure 4-15.a to Figure 4-15.d. 
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Figure 4-15. The four major steps in tracing and labeling components 

In Figure 4-15.a, when an external contour point, say A, is encountered the first time 

(it does not have any label yet), a complete trace of the contour is made until returning to 

the first point. A label is then assigned to A and to all points of that contour. 

In Figure 4-15.b, when a labeled external contour point A’ is encountered, the scan 

line to find all subsequent black pixels (if they exist) is followed and assigned with the same 

label as A’. 

In Figure 4-15.c, when an internal contour point, say B, is encountered the first time, 

B is assigned to the same label as the external contour of the same component. Then the 

internal contour containing B is traced and the same label as B is also assigned to all 

contour points. 

In Figure 4-15.d, when a labeled internal contour point, say B’, is encountered, the 

scan line to find all subsequent black pixels (if they exist) are followed and the same label as 

B’ is assigned to them. 

The next step, the merge process, must wait until all processing blocks conclude their 

operations. In other words, the processing time of the local labeling phase is limited by the 

slowest processing block. 

The hybrid merge is described as follows. At first, all blocks perform the boundary 

check at the same time (as shown in Figure 4-16), and then each one generates a segment 

of the list of label equivalences. The green line represents a bind between pixels in different 

blocks. Whenever this binding exists, there is equivalence between those pixels. For each 

equivalence found, an entry is added to the list. 
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Figure 4-16. Parallel merge: right and bottom boundaries check for equivalences 

After that, a sequential loop iterates along the generated list of equivalences, and 

using a recursive approach the label values are grouped. 

4.4. KLT on GPUs 

Every AR system has a tracking stage that precedes the virtual objects superposition 

algorithm. Some algorithms are based on edge detection, template matching, Scale-

Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), among others. The term "registration" means the 

ability to locate virtual information on an image according to its content, in a way that in 

case the original image changes, the position of the virtual information follows the 

reference points. Such reference points are called "features", which are specific points from 

the image that can be uniquely recognized, even with some image variations. The Kanade-

Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracking technique [122][123] was chosen because it is generic 

enough in a way that any registration can be performed by computer vision algorithms 

upon the features detected and tracked. An example is the use of tracked features to feed 

3D reconstruction algorithms [59]. These algorithms are capable of discovering the 3D 

position of the features and based on it a segmentation algorithm can find specific 

geometries, such as planes, edges or even complex meshes by approximation. 

4.4.1. The Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi Feature Tracker 

No feature-based vision system can work unless good features are identified and 

tracked from frame to frame. In [109] an optimal feature selection criterion is proposed 

together with a method to track the selected features. The algorithm explores temporal 

information, which is extracted from the relative movement of the environment. The 

feature selection algorithm called Good Features to Track (GFTT) is based on the Harris 
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corner detector [124], changing only the Harris cornerness expression to the Shi-Tomasi 

cornerness one. This expression represents the minimum eigenvalue of the 2 x 2 matrix 

that contains the gradient information of the search window lowerbounded by a minimum 

acceptable eigenvalue (fixed threshold).  

Before the enforcement of the cornerness function, the Harris algorithm computes 

the summation of the squared gradients and the summation of the x and y relative gradient 

product against each other. The KLT tracking stage uses a pyramidal approach from 

coarser to fine, searching for the features into a fixed window while looking for the 

minimum eigenvalue. This calculation is similar to the selection stage, using the same 

approach and solving linear equations to get the x and y displacements at each frame. 

4.4.2. CUDA Implementation 

The first case study involving development on GPUs, the labeling implementation, 

reflects our initial efforts on learning the technology provided by CUDA. As we gained 

knowledge about this massive programming platform, we perceived some software 

optimization techniques that would be applied to the CUDA architecture. Such 

optimizations are described during this section. 

In order to perform source code optimization, increasing the kernel’s data 

throughput, which is the amount of data which is processed by the GPU, this case study 

implementation followed all guidelines listed in [125]. In this section, code excerpts will be 

used to illustrate where and why such optimizations were adopted. Kernel launch 

configuration, which describes how the execution on GPU is distributed into threads and 

blocks, is the entry point of our optimizations. The optimal configuration found during 

tests performed is the one composed by unidimensional blocks and grids, with about 128 

threads per block. Because of the processor arrangements in CUDA architecture, it was 

noticed that the number of threads must be fixed near the next multiple of sixteen (16), 

necessary to perform the kernel execution. Another optimization technique was to use 

textures as kernel input instead of accessing global memory directly. This choice is justified 

by the fact that the KLT algorithm needs to access pixels in different x and y coordinates, 

most of the time inside a search window. When y changes, the memory access becomes 

non-sequential. A code sample illustrating the optimizations given before can be found in 

Figure 4-17. Line 1 and 6, a texture named convolve_tex is being bound to a memory 

region. This process is done in order to decrease time for executing global memory 

accesses. Lines 2 and 7 represent the invocation of two different kernels, acting as a 

separable filter. This way, the first one performs a horizontal convolution across the image, 
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and then the second perform a vertical one using as input the result of the first. The use of 

separable filters also optimizes memory accesses. 

To use textures as kernel input in CUDA does not mean to read image content. 

When a certain region of memory is mapped as a texture, cached-access and blocked-read 

scheme are enabled, which speed up the reads involving data in global memory. 

The cudaBindTexture function provides cacheable access to device global memory 

pointed by d_img. Inside the kernel, the tex1Dfetch function is used to address this region 

of memory, since in this case d_img corresponds to a one-dimensional array of floats. We 

use textures whenever possible instead of global memory, since the data access is faster. 

The convolveH5 kernel launch configuration (the expression between \<<<” and \>>>”) 

has a block dimension of 144 threads, but the actual number of threads needed is 134.  

1 cudaBindTexture(0, convolve_tex, d_mg, SIZE_BYTES); 

2 convolveH5<<< 1 << 13, 144 >>>(d_tmp_img1); 

3 cudaThreadSynchronize(); 

4 cudaUnbindTexture(convolve_tex); 

5  

6 cudaBindTexture(0, convolve_tex, d_tmp_img1, SIZE_BYTES); 

7 convolveV5<<< 1 << 13, 128 >>>(d_tmp_img2); 

8 cudaThreadSynchronize(); 

9 cudaUnbindTexture(convolve_tex); 

Figure 4-17. Kernel launch configuration (number of threads equals 128 or is near this 

value) and texture use (bind and unbind operations) code samples 

The remaining threads will belong to the block, despite the fact they are set to idle 

inside the kernel. The thread number padding corresponds to one of the optimization 

techniques described in [125]: the block is completely divided into half warps, in a way the 

stream processors are better utilized. The term “warp” is used to represent a constant 

number that can vary according to the video card used for CUDA. It is common to find 32 

as the value of this constant, since this represents the total amount of threads that can be 

executed by each stream processor, on most CUDA-enabled video cards. The same 

techniques used in the convolveH5 kernel may also be applied to the convolveV5 kernel, as 

shown in Figure 4-17. The code sample in Figure 4-18 illustrates the use of shared memory, 

avoiding more than one texture memory access per thread, which might be costly. The 

amount of shared memory used is declared in line 2. The size is affected directly by the 

filter size (which corresponds to a 7x7 window) and the number of running threads. Both 

numbers 3 added represent half the filter size, 128 represents the number of running 

threads and later a value of 10 is added in order to make the total amount a multiple of 

sixteen. 
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1 __global__ void convolve7both1s(float* d_gradx, float* d_grady) { 

2   __shared__ float tmp[3 + 128 + 3 + 10]; 

3   const unsigned int loadPos = (blockIdx.x << POT_THREADS) + threadIdx.x; 

4   const int x = (loadPos & (WIDTH – 1)) – 3; 

5  

6   tmp[threadIdx.x] = tex1Dfetch(convolve_tex, loadPos – 3); 

7   _syncthreads(); 

8  

9   if(threadIdx.x < 128) { 

10     float sum1 = 0.0f; 

11     float sum2 = 0.0f; 

12     if((x >= 0) && (x < (WIDTH – 3 – 3))) { 

13       sum1 += (tmp[threadIdx.x+6]-tmp[threadIdx.x])*0.133533735f; 

14       sum1 += (tmp[threadIdx.x+5]-tmp[threadIdx.x+1])*0.10845453f; 

15       sum1 += (tmp[threadIdx.x+4]-tmp[threadIdx.x+2])*0.24302973f; 

16  

17       sum2 += (tmp[threadIdx.x]+tmp[threadIdx.x+6])*0.0044330480f; 

18       sum2 += (tmp[threadIdx.x+1]+tmp[threadIdx.x+5])*0.054005578f; 

19       sum2 += (tmp[threadIdx.x+2]+tmp[threadIdx.x+4])*0.24203622f; 

20     } 

21     d_gradx[loadPos]=sum1; 

22     d_grady[loadPos]=sum2; 

23   } 

24 } 

Figure 4-18. Code block for gradient calculation 

The convolve7both1s kernel can be split into three distinct phases: loading, 

processing and storing. During the load phase, a single memory access per thread is 

performed. Line 6 illustrated this phase, in which data is loaded from a texture to the 

previous declared shared memory. The processing phase makes use of the shared memory 

loaded to compute the gradient, taking advantage of its fast access speed (compared to 

global memory). In this phase, shared memory is accessed in all lines from 13 to 19. The 

loaded values are added and then multiplied, in order to decrease the number of necessary 

float multiplications, which are slower than integer ones. 

Finally, in the storing phase, each thread writes in a coalescent address, which speeds 

up the realized operations. The term “coalescent” is used when a group of near threads 

access sequential addresses, which favors the locality principle. The loop unroll 

optimization can also be noticed in the computation of sum1 and sum2 (shown in Figure 

4-18), instead of a traditional loop code in which the float constants and memory accesses 

would be in an array. Another code sample that uses loop unroll optimization can be found 

in the enforce kernel, shown in Figure 4-19. It is important to notice a repeated code 

pattern in the code shown in Figure 4-19. Since the number of iterations is known, it is 

better to use an unrolled loop instead of a normal one. This way, less branch operations are 

used, enhancing execution speed by not executing unnecessary jumps. 
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Figure 4-19. Kernel that enforces a minimum distance between pixels 

All memory allocation at host illustrates the pinned memory usage, by invoking the 

cudaMallocHost function. The pinned memory region represents the amount of memory 

that can be directly accessed by GPU, which means that CPU does not need to 

intermediate transfers between CPU and GPU for data inside this range of memory. As a 

consequence, this type of allocation speeds up memory transfers between host and device. 

The C language data types used to process and to exchange data between host and device 

were chosen according to [125]. The selectGoodFeatures function makes use of an array of 

float2 elements to store the current features, besides other primitive data types. 

4.4.2.1. Good Features to Track 

The GFTT algorithm is the KLT stage that selects the strongest features to feed the 

tracking algorithm, in order to maintain a feature as long as possible in the tracking context. 

The first steps of GFTT comprise image processing based on convolution operations. The 

use of separable filters for the convolution is applied both in gaussian blur (used for noise 

removal, since this operation makes the image more uniform) and gradient calculations. All 

filters are split in two one-dimensional passes in order to avoid unnecessary memory 

accesses, as well as greater shared memory usage, which is limited to 16KB. The filter 
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passes are first invoked horizontally, then vertically. In sequence, Figure 4-20 illustrates the 

use of one-dimensional filters to blur and Figure 4-21 shows the same approach for 

computing image partial gradients. 

 

Figure 4-20. 5 x 5 gaussian filter application 

 

Figure 4-21. Gradient calculation using a 7 x 7 window 

At the gradient computation completion, the products of partial gradients are stored 

into external buffers that are further processed by the trackability value calculation. The 

sum of each partial gradient value in a 7 x 7 search window is stored into three variables, 

namely gxx, gxy, gyy. The gxx variable represents the sum of two consecutive gradients on 

the x direction, and the other two are analogous. Similar to gaussian convolution and 

gradient calculation, this summation is performed in two separate steps, as illustrated in 

Figure 4-22. The variables sxx, sxy and syy represent the summation of all corresponding 

gxx, gxy and gyy variables, respectively. 

 

Figure 4-22. Sum of gradients separated into two steps. Each arrow represents a different 

thread 
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Using Equation (4-3), the minimal eigenvalue is calculated. It represents the 

trackability value of the feature (how well this feature can be detected). 

2

4)(
min

22 sxysyysxxsyysxx
eigenvalue

. 

(4-3) 

After trackability calculation, a filter is applied to the image in order to clear the 

nearest neighbors within a 7 x 7 window in case the central pixel has the maximum value in 

that region. Clearing a feature means to set its trackability value to the minimum. This 

process selects features that have the highest trackability values assuring that the new 

feature list is distributed in a coarser way, as seen in Figure 4-23. Figure 4-23.a shows the 

input image example for the GFTT operation. Figure 4-23.b shows the features with 

highest trackability values, considering that the enforce distance operation is not enabled. 

As expected, the features (red points) are all placed together, since it is common to find 

next features with similar values. After applying the enforce distance operation, it is 

possible to obtain a more distributed feature map on the image, as shown in Figure 4-23.c. 

After that, the regularly distributed features are sorted, in order to obtain the N strongest 

features in the image. 

In our case study, the chosen value for N was 1,000, in order to evaluate our 

implementation against the reference CPU implementation. The sorting algorithm used by 

CUDA KLT was developed by Alan Kaatz in [126], with a few changes to adapt it to our 

KLT implementation. 

 

Figure 4-23. Sequence of images from enforce operation: a) original image; b) without 

enforce; c) using enforce 

4.4.2.2. Tracking 

At first, the image pyramids, which are structures used for storing image information 

with different sizes and filters, are computed using two levels. The first level (pyramid base) 
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is calculated by applying a 5 x 5 gaussian filter. The next step calculates the gradients using 

a 7 x 7 partial derivative filter. The data processed by these filters is stored into a context 

variable that contains pointers to the previous and current levels of the pyramids built upon 

last and current frames, respectively. The next level of the pyramid is calculated by applying 

a 21 x 21 gaussian filter to the previous level, and then sub-sampling the result to 1/4. 

Furthermore, the gradient step is applied again in the sub-sampled images. 

In our case study, we used two pyramid levels. The output of this stage is a pyramid 

with the processed images and two pyramids for the gradients (x and y directions). The 

tracking stage is implemented using a kernel configured to have a single thread per feature 

(we are interested in the best 1,000 features, since this amount is sufficient to explore the 

parallel capabilities inherent to the video card). 

The kernel runs the trackFeature device routine (runs on GPU) for each level of the 

pyramid. The trackFeature function code is basically the same of the CPU reference 

implementation [127], using the same functions to check bounds and compute the next 

position of the feature.  

In our implementation, the default search window is a 7 x 7 matrix, but larger 

windows may be used under the penalties (using branch instructions and checking bounds 

every loop iteration, for example) imposed by loop generalization. Specific and faster 

search window configurations can be achieved unrolling the loops in the trackFeature 

function. 

When the tracking stage is over, a reselect algorithm takes place every 5 frames to 

replace the lost features by new ones. By experimentations, we perceived that the reselect 

algorithm only needed to be applied every 5 frames, since only few features are lost 

between consecutive frames. The reselect algorithm is basically the GFTT without blur and 

gradient computations, since they were already performed in the tracking stage. The 

reselect continues as the GFTT processes and calculates the trackability of the entire image 

using the same 2-phase parallel algorithm.  

Instead of calling the enforce and sort functions as the GFTT does, the reselect 

filters the trackability according to a fixed threshold, and sorts in CPU only a minimal set 

of features, reducing the computation time. This sort process runs in CPU following the 

recommendations made in [128], which report that, according to the Scan algorithm used, 

for a small set of elements the performance of the CPU is better than GPU. The Scan 

algorithm is used by CUDPP [129], composing its sort algorithm. The sorted features will 

be used to fill the blank spaces left by the lost features in the feature list array. 
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4.4.3. Test Scenarios 

This section presents the results obtained with our GFTT and tracking algorithms, 

applied to four distinct scenarios. A sequence of 25 images with 1,024 rows per 1,024 

columns (resolution) was used as input for each scenario. The maximum number of 

features to be tracked was fixed in 1,000 features. All scenarios were executed in a 

computer composed by an AMD Athlon 64 3200+ processor, 1GB RAM, a NVIDIA 

GeForce 7900 GTX graphics card and a NVIDIA 8800 GTX graphics card.  

Since in the starting phase of KLT algorithm there are no features selected, the 

application must perform the GFTT task in order to find the best features in the first 

frame of the image sequence. Figure 4-24.a shows the first input image of Scenario 2 and 

Figure 4-24.b shows its selected features, as result of the GFTT algorithm.  

Scenario 1 consists of a synthetic scene of a moving teapot (see Figure 4-25.1). In 

this scenario all 1,000 features can be tracked, but only a fraction of those are moving. The 

remaining scenarios (2, 3 and 4) were captured using a Microsoft VXCAM3000 webcam at 

a frame rate of 15fps and resolution of 1,280 rows per 1,024 columns. Once captured, the 

videos were cropped to fit in a 1,024 rows per 1,024 columns resolution.  

Scenario 2 comprises a real bunny doll wearing sun glasses standing over a table, 

while the camera is moving (see Figure 4-25.2). The goal of this scenario is to deal with 

fewer features, since only a small fraction of the detected ones is tracked.  

Scenario 3 represents an OpenGL book box turning and approaching the camera 

(see Figure 4-25.3). This scenario shows a less textured object with few trackable features.  

The last scenario comprehends some toys and the camera focusing at one of them 

(see Figure 4-25.4). In this scenario, 1,000 features can also be tracked, and all of those are 

moving. The expected results related with those input scenarios are smaller processing 

times in the ones that have fewer strong features, and higher processing times for the 

moving features cases. All visual results are presented as follows. 
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Figure 4-24. GFTT and feature reselection: a) Scenario 2 input image; b) Scenario 2 

features (in blue); c) Scenario 1 input image; d) Scenario 1 features (old features in red 

and new features in blue) 

 

Figure 4-25. Tracked features on each scenario 

For each frame in sequence, some features may be lost. Figure 4-24.c, related to 

Scenario 1, shows a frame with less than 1,000 features selected, due to the loss of features 

during time. In order to replace the “dead features”, a reselection operation must be 
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performed. This task consists of a tracking operation followed by a selection of new 

features capable of preserving the old valid ones. The reselected features for the last frame 

can be seen as blue dots in Figure 4-24.d. Reselecting new features, although being a 

requirement, is a time demanding operation, so it was only executed every five (5) frames as 

a reselection policy. 

Finally, the tracking algorithm tries to track the selected features across every 

remaining frame. Figure 4-25 shows the features tracked since the first frame, for each 

scenario. All tracked trajectories are represented by a green line. 
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Chapter 5 – Platform Analysis 

The main reason that led to the choice of the four implementations described 

earlier is that each one has unique characteristics that could be further explored in this 

chapter. Such features include: the first case study comprises a sequential algorithm 

developed for FPGAs (quad detection), the second and third case studies represent the 

same parallel algorithm (labeling), implemented on both platforms, and the last one is a 

fully parallel algorithm (KLT), implemented exclusively for GPUs. 

This chapter will start making a comparison between both platforms, FPGA and 

GPU, regarding the features observed during the development of the case studies. The 

points described in Table 5-1 will be discussed based on them. Next, a performance 

comparison will analyze the obtained results regarding existing reference solutions, in order 

to know if there was a real gain while selecting the platform for each of these case studies. 

In case the performance acquired was not satisfactory in any of the case studies, some 

improvements will be pointed in order to enhance the results on the selected platform. At 

last, some guidelines for platform selection will be listed, based on research performed and 

also on experience gathered along the case studies development. 

5.1. Platform Comparison 

Table 5-1 summarizes the features that will be compared between both platforms. 

The FPGA characteristics are listed on the left side of Table 5-1, while the GPU ones are 

located on its right. It is important to notice that the objective of this table is for 

comparison only. 

Table 5-1. FPGAs vs GPUs comparison 

FPGAs GPUs 

Absolute control: can specify custom bit-

widths/architectures to optimally suit application. 

Need to fit application for the 

architecture. 

Can have fast processor-processor communication. Multiprocessor-multiprocessor 

communication is slow. 

Low clock frequency. Higher frequency. 

Implementation freedom. Uses standard C syntax. 

Small program space. High reprogramming time. Relatively large program space. 

Low reprogramming time. 
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We are not going to conclude which platform is the best choice for any application. 

This work focuses on giving parameters for facilitating the platform decision according to 

the application being designed and the resources available. As stated before, this section 

will emphasize each of the table entries using as examples the case studies from last 

chapter. All platform features will be detailed next. 

5.1.1. Architecture 

The most significant difference when comparing FPGAs and GPUs regarding their 

architecture is that on GPUs the architecture is already defined. This way, the designer 

must fit the application for the architecture provided by the graphics card. The same does 

not occur with FPGAs, since the designer can specify from scratch custom bit-widths/data 

paths that will be more suitable for the application. 

When the designer decides to use a GPU as target platform, he/she is somehow 

limited by the pre-defined types and their standard bit-widths, which are all defined by the 

architecture used (in this case, CUDA). The options vary from 8, 16, 32 (for char, short or 

int types, respectively) to their respective vector types, which can multiply their size up to a 

factor of four (4). It is possible to use a different bit configuration on GPU (non-standard 

size and format), but this implies the use of the standard types with some bit manipulation 

that could harm the performance of the application. 

Table 5-2 lists the pre-defined types and vector types along with their bit-widths in 

CUDA. Due to memory alignment reasons, it is possible that the types highlighted in red 

cause performance loss, since they may require more instructions for performing load and 

store accesses. 

Table 5-2. CUDA pre-defined types and vector types 

Type Size Type Size Type Size Type Size 

uchar 8 uint3 96 short 16 long3 96 

uchar2 16 uint4 128 short2 32 long4 128 

uchar3 24 ulong 32 short3 48 float 32 

uchar4 32 ulong2 64 short4 64 float2 64 

ushort 16 ulong3 96 int 32 float3 96 

ushort2 32 ulong4 128 int2 64 float4 128 

ushort3 48 char 8 int3 96 double 64 

ushort4 64 char2 16 int4 128 double2 128 

uint 32 char3 24 long 32 double3 192 

uint2 64 char4 32 long2 64 double4 256 
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On FPGAs, every single part of the dataflow is constructed based on the 

application. This way, it is possible to design specific processors that operate non-standard 

formats/bit-widths. A single SoC may have different arithmetic units that compute integer 

numbers or decimal ones (being in fixed-point or floating-point), with many different sizes. 

From the case study #2 (labeling on FPGAs), it’s possible to show some examples of this 

flexibility. The highlighted parts of Figure 5-1 illustrate the use of different bit-width 

integers. There are shown two variations of the spider entity, having as output 8 and 11 

bits, respectively. 

  

Figure 5-1. Entity spider with different bit-width outputs 

As explained in Chapter 4, the output represents the value of the label assigned to 

the pixel. Since one bit from the output is used to inform if the label is valid or not, the 

entity shown on the left is capable of representing up to 128 (27) different labels. Similarly, 

the entity on the right can represent 1024 (210) different labels. 

Another example is shown in Figure 5-2, in which the entity spiderzord makes use 

of 4-bit masks to indicate the configuration of its internal pixels and its neighbors’. 

Different from the GPU, where data must be masked and shifted before accessing a single 

bit from them, the access of bits on FPGAs is straight: it occurs as simple as an array 

indexing operation. Since bits can work independently from each other, it is possible to 

write or read any amount of bits separately, without the limitation of having to read and 

write a complete block (32 bits for an integer, for example). 
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Figure 5-2. 4-bit mask size from entity spiderzord 

Due to this bit access flexibility, project designers may choose among many data 

formats to be used. Both FPGA-related case studies do not use data different from 

integers, since it is not necessary, due to the complexity of the algorithms chosen. Other 

more complex algorithms, such as matrix manipulations like determinants or linear 

equation solvers, have the need of a format for encapsulating the decimal data. The most 

common formats for this type of representation are the fixed-point and the floating-point 

ones.  

It is common to find solutions using fixed-point representation on FPGAs due to 

the easiness of implementation. Since the numbers using this format can be manipulated as 

integers, it is possible to use libraries and modules already provided by FPGA vendors, 

such as adders and multipliers, instead of having to create possibly non-optimized solutions 

for these operations. 

A last example comes from the case study #4 (KLT on GPU). We know that there 

is no flexibility regarding bit-width data types on GPUs, which means that we cannot create 

a single input containing a float and two integers inside of it, for example. This enforces the 

affirmative from before, which says that on GPUs the application must be adjusted in 

order to fit the architecture available.  

Our KLT implementation needs to sort all the features found in order to separate 

the best ones. Before the sorting itself, any feature is composed basically of its position (x 

and y coordinates) and a floating value that indicates how good the feature is (the 

trackability factor). Since we are working with HD images (about 1024 x 1024 pixels of 

resolution), we have to sort approximately 220 features according to their trackability 
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factor. This implies that the sorting algorithm uses as key the trackability and moves (when 

necessary) all these three values, from one position of the memory to another.  

In order to improve performance, it would be better if the sorting phase worked on 

a single data, instead of reading three different values. The performance is inversely 

proportional to the amount of data that is sorted, which is, the amount of data that must be 

transferred along memory to get the sorting operation done.  

The solution found by us was to compress all these three information (position and 

trackability) into a single 32-bit integer. This way, less memory would be transferred and a 

better performance should be obtained. This compression was possible due to the number 

of elements that were being sorted. Since there were 220 elements, we needed exactly 20 

bits from the 32-bit integer for representing its position in the image. The remaining 12 bits 

would store the trackability value, previously converted from a float value to an equivalent 

12-bit integer format. This algorithm tweak allowed us to improve performance from 39 to 

11 ms. One more time, the GPU architecture is immutable. The designer must find the 

best choice of fitting the application for the architecture, taking benefit of the hardware 

available. 

5.1.2. Processor-Processor Communication 

Communication is the key to success. In the context of high performance 

computing, one may say that communication is the key to acquiring a higher performance. 

When FPGAs and GPUs are analyzed regarding communication, the comparison is similar 

to the previous one. On FPGAs, the designer has a free ground to create communication 

between processors the way he/she wants. The communication among not only the 

processors, but between every specific module can be completely defined by the project 

designer. Each processor or module can access data from its neighbors in a number of 

ways: using direct connection (modules are fully connected by wire), some bus or even 

memory.  

According to the number of modules the FPGA project may have, perhaps using a 

bus or a global memory will make the memory transactions control difficult to implement 

and to handle. One alternative is to define a clear data path that runs through the modules, 

making explicit the sequence of events for the data process. Figure 5-3 illustrates a cascade 

of modules and intermediary memories all connected following a determined sequence, 

extracted from the ARCam project. Modules ranging from 2 to 6 represent the 

intermediary memories. 
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Figure 5-3. A part of an ARCam block diagram 

There is no feature such as direct communication between multi-processors on 

current GPUs (specifically NVIDIA 8 and 9 series graphics cards). Data communication 

may be achieved by the use of memory hierarchy. The common knowledge is the tradeoff 

between size and access speed of memories. On GPUs, there are hundreds of megabytes of 

global memory available, at the cost of low access speed; on the other hand, shared 

memory provides high speed access to data, but there is only 16KB available to each block 

of processors.  

Besides data communication, there is also the control communication. GPUs that 

support CUDA architecture provide an explicit way of synchronizing different processors, 

by the use of the synchThreads function. This function can synchronize threads running on 

the same block. For a more global solution, it is possible to use the 

cudaThreadSynchronize function, which aligns the execution of all running threads at a 

defined ending point. 

Since case study #1 (quad detection) comprises a sequential implementation and 

has only one module, we will restrict our communication examples to the remaining case 

studies. Case study #2 (labeling on FPGAs) is an extreme example of direct 

communication between processors. All of them consist of simple PEs that receive 
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information about their neighbors (using an 8-neighborhood schema), compare the value 

that comes in and store inside each of them the selected value. The grid of PEs is 

organized in a massive way. If an image of 1024 x 1024 pixels is to be processed, the ideal 

FPGA configuration would be to have 1024 x 1024 PEs, one for each pixel, which 

demands a great amount of area (logic elements) from the FPGA. At first all processors are 

initialized with a unique label value, and then the grid works by itself spreading the 

information along the path of direct connection. More details were presented in Section 

4.2. 

Due to the fact that there is no direct multi-processor data communication on 

GPUs, we have to find another way to implement the labeling algorithm on this platform. 

In case study #3 (labeling on GPUs), the processing is implemented in two (2) steps. 

Firstly, the image is divided into little blocks and each block runs a local labeling algorithm. 

Next, a merge process is responsible for the union of the labels, which means setting their 

final value based on the label equivalences found.  

Data communication between these two steps is performed using global memory. 

All local labels assigned are stored back in the global memory, and then are read again 

during the merge process. Since access time of global memory is very slow compared to 

shared memory, the performance of this implementation decays [130]. A better solution 

would use less the global memory and more the shared one. Since this case study 

comprises one of our first efforts using CUDA, the improvements mentioned before were 

not implemented. 

Case study #4 (KLT on GPUs) utilizes communication differently from the 

previous case study. The KLT algorithm inherently needs to convolve many times the same 

image, with different filter configurations. The image convolution operation is completely 

parallelizable, but how it is implemented in CUDA can determine if the highest 

performance from the architecture is being achieved. We said before that access to shared 

memory is much faster than accessing global memory.  

Beyond, the convolution operation in CUDA takes directly benefit from shared 

memory. Each processor, before performing the convolution, loads data from the global 

memory and stores it on its corresponding shared partition. Since every processor performs 

the same action, at the end of this phase, every significant data has been copied from the 

global memory to the shared one. This copy is performed in a fully parallel way, since each 

processor was responsible for a single pixel. Later, on the next phase, each processor can 

access the pixels’ neighborhood, that is already stored in the shared memory.  
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At last, each processor stores the result back in the global memory. The entire 

process is coordinated with the support of the synchThreads function. It makes all threads 

wait until every thread in a block has already transferred the initial data from global to 

shared memory. Only after this point the processors are free to continue execution. 

5.1.3. Clock Frequency 

Obtaining higher performance from today’s FPGA-based systems involves much 

more than just increasing the clock rate. According to [131], one must achieve a delicate 

balance between a complex set of performance requirements (I/O bandwidth, fabric logic, 

memory bandwidth, DSP and/or embedded processing performance) and critical 

constraints such as power restrictions, signal integrity and cost budgets. Contrary to 

Moore’s Law, in order to maximize performance while maintaining this balance, the FPGA 

designer must look beyond the clock frequency altogether. 

Most FPGA designs run at a fixed clock-frequency determined through static 

analysis in FPGA vendor supplied tools. Such a clocking strategy cannot take advantage of 

the full runtime potential of an application running on a specific device and in a specific 

operating device. As alternative for this problem, there are methods for using dynamic 

clock-frequencies to overcome this limitation, as the one presented in [132]. Some results 

show that dynamically clocking designs can lead to a speed improvement of 33-86% 

compared to using a fixed, statically estimated clock. 

A simple numeric comparison between FPGAs and GPUs regarding clock 

frequency is not enough to determine what platform is the best one. As shown in Figure 

5-4, both FPGA and GPU clock frequencies are almost the same, excluding the Stratix II 

and 8800 GTX, which have clocks bellow 600MHz. It is important to notice that these 

clock values represent the maximum frequency that can feed the FPGA systems, and the 

current running frequencies of the GPUs.  

Generally, the FPGA processing rate is determined by the width of the internal data 

path and the manner in which the algorithms are implemented. This way, according to 

what is implemented the clock frequency may come down substantially. For example, in 

case study #1 (quad detection), the maximum running clock frequency estimated by 

Quartus II tool for the circuit was only 28MHz, which is far away from the maximum 

500MHz supported by the Stratix II. All clock optimization techniques provided by the 

tool were enabled when this design was synthesized.  
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Figure 5-4. Max clock frequencies for FPGAs and GPUs 

The FPGA low clock frequencies problem can be overcome by building a system 

with higher I/O throughput and external memory bandwidth, and the right functional 

blocks for hardware and algorithmic parallelism through DSP, on-chip memory and 

embedded processing. All of these elements must work together to deliver the desired 

performance level while satisfying the specific signal integrity, power and cost budget 

restrictions for the particular system. 

5.1.4. Implementation Freedom 

A higher degree of implementation freedom means as well a higher implementation 

effort. When designing for FPGAs, the developer must be aware of details that would not 

be noticed in a high level implementation. For example, a simple multiply operation is 

performed on GPU using only the “*” operator and two variables, while on FPGA the 

developer must first create the multiplier and then tie the connections to the corresponding 

inputs and outputs. In this case, the implementation freedom is represented by the 

possibility of implementing the multiplier in a customized way (fully parallel, pipelined, 

single-clock). Some design tools provide a wizard that enables developers to choose the 

desired features of their multiplier. After that, it can be generated automatically. 

With the creation of HDLs, the whole design process was accelerated. Instead of 

having to deal with transistors and logic-gates, the designer could simply describe the 

system using a programming language that has the ability to be further synthesized by 

powerful tools. As any other programming language, VHDL itself acts as an interface 

between different tools. The same design can be exchanged among different tools with 

little code modifications. It also allows design reuse of the created modules.  
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As disadvantages, it demands a slow learning curve, limited support for target 

architectures (the developer must know exactly what type of hardware is available to take 

benefit of this information) and debugging support. 

It is possible to compare the development process of both FPGA and GPU 

platforms. After both codes are written and before actually running on the target platform, 

the project must be validated using some simulation mechanism.  

On FPGAs, it is common to use waveforms to detect if the module is presenting 

the desired behavior. A time-based simulation can be accurate enough so that it is possible 

to perceive signal variations in sub-clock resolutions. 

The rise in the complexity of digital system designs has lead to the development of 

functional verification methodologies and tools. Functional verification ensures that the 

design performs the tasks as intended by the overall system architecture [133] and it is 

nowadays responsible for about 70% of the effort in complex systems design. 

CUDA toolkit provides the developer with the emudebug option. It also enables 

the validation of program behavior, without the need of modifying any part of the code. 

During execution on the platform, it is possible to perform a debug operation in real time 

on FPGA using the SignalTap Logic Analyzer (from Quartus tool).  

On the other hand, there is no such real time debug tool for GPUs yet (using 

CUDA). The simulation of a module before execution on FPGA and its real time 

debugging are shown in Figure 5-5 and Figure 5-6, respectively. 

 

Figure 5-5. Waveform simulation on Altera Quartus II 
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Figure 5-6. Real time debugging using SignalTap Logic Analyzer 

The implementation effort on GPUs is very low when compared to HDLs on 

FPGAs [78][79]. It is not difficult to adapt an already existing code from a CPU 

implementation to a GPU one. Basically, the developer must find code points that could be 

split, executed in parallel and joined again at the end of the execution. A good clue for 

finding such parallelization points is to look for loops that have in their body a code 

independent from other iterations. This means that every iteration could be run separately, 

and then there is the opportunity to parallelize. In order to show how simple is to 

“translate” a code from a sequential implementation to a parallel one, Figure 5-7 illustrates 

two different implementations: on the left, the algorithm is implemented sequentially; on 

the right, the same algorithm is placed inside a CUDA kernel, that can be executed in 

parallel. 

void subCPU(float *a, 

            float *b, 

            float *c) { 

  for(int i=0;i<1024;++i) { 

    c[i] = a[i] - b[i]; 

  } 

} 

  __global__ void subGPU(float *a, 

                         float *b, 

                         float* c) { 

    int index = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x +  

                threadIdx.x; 

    c[index] = a[index] - b[index]; 

  } 

Figure 5-7. CPU and GPU code translation 

5.1.5. Program Space / Reprogramming Time 

Basically, there are three different choices for any project implementation. The 

solution can be completely implemented in hardware (using dedicated and specific 

processors), in software or use a hybrid approach (developing a general purpose processor 

that reads instructions from memory and works in tandem with other specific processors). 

It is common to find the general purpose processor acting as the brain of the system, 

giving directions and coordinating all the other dedicated modules, whenever the third 
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implementation alternative is used. According to Figure 5-8, the GPU can be placed in the 

group of software implementations, while the FPGA floats between fully hardware and 

hybrid ones. 

 

Figure 5-8. Platforms and their implementation options 

For FPGAs, the possibilities vary from building the entire system only based on 

dedicated modules, which happens with case study #1 (quad detection) and case study #2 

(labeling on FPGAs), and using a general purpose processor as coordinator of the simpler 

modules. Based on the premises that case study #1 only represents the single function of 

detecting quads, and its module would be part of a bigger system,  and that there is no 

coordination between the PEs in case study #2, since they operate independently from 

each other, neither of the case studies demanded the role of a general purpose processor. 

The ability to perform different tasks is constrained, on FPGAs, by the number of 

logic elements that the entire system uses. For example, a simplified marker-based AR 

application barely fits a Stratix II FPGA with about 60 thousand logic elements. The more 

modules the system has, the more difficult to route the connections between them. It is 

important to notice that these routing channels also occupy FPGA area, and consequently 

also use a significant percentage of the logic elements. 

Another great barrier encountered by developers when using FPGAs is the 

compilation time. It is common to have projects taking more than thirty (30) minutes to be 

compiled and synthesized, and it is also common to find little design errors during 

development, that delay the project conclusion. Since the first two case studies are fully 

implemented in hardware, every single modification implies the re-synthesis of the 

complete project. 

The GPUs scenario is different. Each kernel can represent the functionality of a 

block, and since every block can use up to 8192 registers, there is enough hardware 

available for most of the applications. This is similar to the kernel code size, which can 

have up to 2MB. If this code limit is reached, there is always the possibility of splitting the 

kernel coding in two or more, with the disadvantage of having to transfer data between 

kernels using global memory, which directly affects performance. 
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Code generation for GPU does not take too long, as in the FPGA case. Figure 5-9 

illustrates a full CUDA compilation trajectory. 

 

Figure 5-9. CUDA compilation from .cu to .cu.c [134] 

CUDA compilation works as follows: the input program is separated by the CUDA 

front end (cudafe) into C/C++ code and the .gpu device code. Depending on the 

parameters given to NVCC (CUDA compiler), this device code is further translated by the 

CUDA compilers/assemblers into CUDA binary (cubin) and/or into intermediary PTX 

code. This code is merged into a device code descriptor which is included by the previously 

separated host code. This descriptor will be inspected by the CUDA runtime system 

whenever the device code is invoked by the host program, in order to obtain an 

appropriate load image for the current GPU. After finding the desired kernel code, the 

runtime transfers it to the GPU, which executes it. 

In case study #4 (KLT on GPUs), most of the image sizes were fixed inside the 

code, as constants. We decided to process images of 1024 x 1024 pixels, in order to take 

advantage of power of two simplifications (e.g., transforming multiplication and division 

operations by shifts). If images of other dimensions should be processed, these fixed 

parameters should be changed. The entire compilation process is significantly faster when 

compared to FPGA circuit compilation. Modifying code to accept non-power of two 
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numbers would only bring a little loss of performance to the system, since some numerical 

optimizations would not be used anymore. 

5.2. Performance Evaluation 

This section discusses all case study implementations regarding the performance 

obtained. Each case study is analyzed according to its reference implementation on CPU, 

and then some considerations are made about possible improvements or optimizations. 

5.2.1. Quad Detection 

This first case study was implemented with the objective of measuring the 

performance of a sequential algorithm in both FPGA and CPU platforms. The idea was to 

implement the same steps of the reference algorithm, and then take benefit of faster 

memory accesses and low level single clock instructions, which are inherent in an FPGA 

implementation. 

5.2.1.1. Reference Implementation 

The reference code for CPU performance analysis was taken from the OpenCV 

library [108]. It provides a sample file named “squares.c” with the capability of detecting 

squares in an image. Basically, it follows the same steps explained in Section 3.1.2, differing 

only by the software abstraction. The application makes use of basic OpenCV functions, 

such as cvThreshold, cvFindContours, cvApproxPoly, cvContourArea and 

cvCheckContourConvexity. 

Since the FPGA implementation works only with 320 x 240 images, all CPU tests 

were performed using this input image resolution. Figure 5-10 illustrates the reference code 

being used in order to measure the execution times.  

Win32Timer timer; 

timer.reset(); 

long t1 = timer.getMicroseconds(); 

 

CvSeq *seq = findSquares4( img, storage ); 

 

long t2 = timer.getMicroseconds(); 

printf("%ld\n", t2 - t1); 

Figure 5-10. CPU code for quad detection using OpenCV 
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5.2.1.2. Comparison of Results 

The host machine for testing the CPU performance had the following 

configuration: AMD Athlon 64 X2 TK-57 1.9 GHz, 1GB RAM, Windows XP SP3. The 

mean execution time for all 320 x 240 images tested was 59.128 ms. As input for testing the 

quad detection case study, about 20 different images were used. Most of them comprised 

scenes in which fiducial markers were visualized. No statistical approach was used to 

perform an accurate measurement of the obtained performance, and this is planned to be 

done as future work. 

The FPGA execution time had to be calculated by converting the number of clock 

cycles based on the circuit running frequency. The quad detection module works as a 

pipeline, in which each of the four steps run independently from the others. For this 

reason, the total amount of execution time can be calculated by simply measuring the 

border tracing execution time, which corresponded to the most time consuming phase of 

the pipeline. 

Approximately 900,000 clock cycles were needed to completely process the 320 x 

240 images. Based on the 25MHz clock frequency of the FPGA, the total amount of time 

was 36 ms. Besides the fact that the FPGA implementation corresponded exactly to the 

CPU one, it was possible to acquire a little gain in performance (about 64%). This may be 

justified by the pipeline-like implementation, which presents a greater throughput for every 

border found in the process. The FPGA ability of running different modules in parallel 

proved to be enough in this case for improving performance. It is important to notice that 

other approaches could be used, like parallel algorithms that divide the image into regions 

and process each one separately, like the histogram calculation presented in [135]. 

5.2.2. Labeling 

The labeling algorithm was chosen with the goal of comparing a sequential 

implementation (CPU) with two different massive approaches, based on independent PEs. 

For both parallel implementations, the input image is subdivided into blocks and the result 

of each block computation is then merged at the final stage. This merge operation occurs 

seamlessly in case study #2, since label information is exchanged at every clock cycle of 

operation. In case study #3, there is a kernel to perform the local labeling operations and 

another to realize the merging process. On the CPU, there is a need of a final step for 

replacing label correspondences. 
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5.2.2.1. Reference Implementation 

The reference implementation for the labeling was the one presented in [121]. Up 

to the case study conclusion, this was the best CPU implementation known in terms of 

performance. Its implementation details are better explained in Section 3.3, since we used 

the same algorithm for the local labeling computations on the GPU. Later, we discovered a 

faster CPU implementation [136], which seems to be the most optimized one till now. The 

comparison of results will be based on [121], but some considerations about the later 

algorithm will also be performed. 

5.2.2.2. Comparison of Results 

The labeling algorithm presented was implemented using the sequential approach on 

the PC platform, and using the massive parallel paradigm on both FPGA and GPU. The 

computer used was an AMD Athlon X2 4800 processor with 1GB of RAM, running 

Windows XP SP2. The device used as a coprocessor in the parallel approach was a 

NVIDIA GeFORCE 8800 GTX, with 768MB of GDDR3 memory. The tests were 

conducted in a non-biased environment. 

We took for test an image composed by interleaved concentric 1-pixel rectangles, 

which is considered a worst case scenario, because the trace function will walk through 

every rectangle in the image. The picture used has a resolution of 960 x 720 pixels, and a 

zoomed part can be seen in Figure 5-11. 

 

Figure 5-11. Zoomed central part (140 x 60) of the HD image 

For the sequential implementation, the average running time was 28.465 

milliseconds, measured through 100 iterations, discarding outliers (about 3%). Using the 

GPU, the average running time was 4.858599 milliseconds, measured on the same terms of 

the sequential way, which gave us a speedup of 5.858x, from 35.13 to 205.79 fps. The 

output of the algorithm is shown in Figure 5-12. 
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Figure 5-12. Labeling output: each color means a different label assigned 

Another test scenario was used in order to obtain a performance comparison for the 

average case. The adopted input image was the one shown in Figure 5-13. It is composed 

by three (3) different square patterns, and resulted from a binarization process. The 

sequential algorithm was executed in 9.649 milliseconds, while using the CUDA parallel 

approach it lasted the same amount of time corresponding to the worst case scenario. This 

represents a speedup of 1.9862x, and the parallel duration can be justified by the fact that 

since there are less black pixels in the image to work on, there are threads not being used. 

This way, the processing time of the algorithm in parallel is almost constant. 

 

Figure 5-13. Second test scenario: average case with real markers 

The speedup could be improved by the addition of a warm-up phase, which 

consists of a kernel code that accesses the texture and constant data from the device in the 

CUDA implementation, in order to intensify the use of their respective caches, minimizing 

the memory access time. Another optimization that could also be done was to convert the 

expensive operations (especially multiplication) to cheaper ones (mul24 instructions or shift 

operations, which take less clock cycles to be executed). Since this labeling implementation 

was one of our CUDA programming efforts, we didn’t have the knowledge yet about these 

optimizations. Due to time restrictions, they were not applied to the project after it was 

concluded. 
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Each implementation was developed to take advantage of the focused platform. It 

is difficult to compare the FPGA with the GPU implementation, due to the difference on 

both implementations. Since the input image sizes differ from one platform to another, one 

cannot just use proportion to say which platform is better. From an isolated point of view, 

the performance of PEs on FPGA is better than the threads executing on GPU. The 

problem is to add more PEs on FPGA, increasing the grid size without harming the circuit 

clock rate. Also, since the algorithms used in both platforms are different, the execution 

time for the same image may vary. 

The currently best CPU labeling implementation [136] takes benefit of memory 

locality and cache. They claim it is possible to perform the labeling operation up to ten 

times faster than the contour tracing algorithm presented in [121], when using images with 

100 million pixels. 

5.2.3. KLT 

The KLT algorithm was chosen because of its natively parallel computations. Since 

most of its computations work independently from each other, at a first glance there is no 

better solution than to implement this algorithm in a massive computation platform. Due 

to its parallel memory access schemes, thread synchronization capabilities and 

computational speed, the GPU was elected as target platform for case study #4. 

5.2.3.1. Reference Implementation 

We chose our reference CPU implementation to be the one presented in [127]. It is 

implemented in the C programming language and its source code is in the public domain, 

available for both commercial and non-commercial use. According to the author, this 

implementation was designed to be easy to use. However, for those who want to maximize 

performance, the program allows the flexibility of tweaking nearly every parameter that 

governs the computation, and it includes several methods to improve speed. 

Two points were observed on the KLT algorithm. Both feature selection algorithm 

and feature tracking were analyzed regarding execution time. Input images with 1024x1024 

pixels were used in the CPU tests (the same image size used in the GPU tests). Figure 5-14 

and Figure 5-15 illustrate the modifications applied to the CPU KLT code in order to 

measure the execution times. 
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Win32Timer timer1; 

timer1.reset(); 

long t1a = timer1.getMicroseconds(); 

 

KLTSelectGoodFeatures(tc, img1, ncols, nrows, fl); 

 

long t1b = timer1.getMicroseconds(); 

printf("%ld\n", t1b - t1a); 

Figure 5-14. CPU code for feature selection tests 

Win32Timer timer2; 

timer2.reset(); 

long t2a = timer2.getMicroseconds(); 

 

KLTTrackFeatures(tc, img1, img2, ncols, nrows, fl); 

 

long t2b = timer2.getMicroseconds(); 

printf("%ld\n", t2b – t2a); 

Figure 5-15. CPU code for feature tracking tests 

5.2.3.2. Comparison of Results 

Each stage of the KLT algorithm was analyzed, and for each one of the four 

scenarios (shown in Section 3.4) the processing times were gathered. The results show 

significant improvements in all stages of the KLT algorithm when using the GPU 

approach, and a detailed analysis of those times will be given as follows. 

In our implementation, each KLT algorithm stage (GFTT, feature tracking and 

feature reselection) was subdivided for processing time analysis. The implementations were 

executed under the same machine specification described in Section 3.4.3. All of them had 

their algorithms running on the same host machine, with the difference that our massively 

parallel implementation took advantage of CUDA architecture provided by the 8800 GTX.  

Since our implementation runs on GPU, there is a need for transferring the input 

image to the device at each frame and obtaining the result back later. This memory transfer 

overhead can be amortized using the GPU as a stream processor. Each scenario described 

in Section 3.4.3 was given as input to both implementations and then analyzed with regard 

to processing time.  

The parameters supplied to the applications were chosen as the same default 

parameters of the CPU reference implementation [127], which are pyramid levels (fixed at 

2 levels) and tracker’s search window (fixed at a 7x7 window). After setting these 

parameters, the applications were run under the same CPU conditions (memory usage and 
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running process) and compilation settings (release optimization flags). The results for our 

CUDA KLT algorithm implementation can be seen in Table 5-3, where each application 

step execution time was also measured. 

Regarding Table 5-3, results did not present major variations for all different 

scenarios. Their execution times were similar, depending mainly on the number of features 

tracked. The GPU sorting, for example, is used to order 
202  elements, so its time is almost 

uniform across every scenario. 

Table 5-3. CUDA_KLT timing results (milliseconds) 

Algorithm step Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 

Good features to track 18.86 18.66 18.33 18.97 

   GPU sort 11.62 11.49 11.43 11.45 

Feature tracking (first time) 21.33 28.78 25.38 21.82 

   Build pyramid 1 2.80 2.91 2.92 2.77 

   Build pyramid 2 2.73 3.00 2.75 2.76 

   Track features 13.15 20.41 17.05 12.93 

   # of features tracked 990 947 873 999 

Feature tracking (remaining times) 18.42 22.92 21.61 21.69 

   Build pyramid 2 2.78 2.62 2.86 2.76 

   Track features 13.46 17.44 16.01 16.30 

   # of features tracked 961 834 682 999 

Feature reselection 21.04 17.82 14.67 17.95 

 
The GFTT algorithm presents almost the same value in each scenario, since it is 

basically composed by convolution filters, whose performance is not influenced by the 

input image content. Furthermore, since all scenarios are distinct, the number of tracked 

features varies. 

The acquired GFTT results shown in Table 5-3 and results gathered from the CPU 

KLT execution were compared, as can be seen in the first chart of Figure 5-16. 

A similar comparison was made between the feature tracking execution times and 

results are shown in the second chart of Figure 5-16. Our implementation has shown a 

speedup of 52x in the GFTT selection, and about 90x in the tracking stage, with almost 

1,000 moving features, when compared to the reference CPU KLT implementation. 

Furthermore, it can achieve frame rates of 50fps, enabling its use for real time MAR 

applications.  
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There is another massively parallel implementation of the KLT tracker, 

implemented using shaders [137]. Besides the KLT tracking, it offers an estimative of 

global gain ratio between consecutive images to compensate for changes in camera 

exposure. Since this implementation takes more benefit of hardware resources (texture 

addressing and interpolation for the filters), it is able to perform the feature tracking faster 

than our implementation (about four times faster). 

 

 

Figure 5-16. GFTT and feature tracking execution times. 

5.3. Platform Selection Guidelines 

Image processing and computer vision do not start with a frame in the frame 

buffer. Embedded vision systems need to consider the entire real time vision pipeline from 

image acquisition (sensor that captures image) to result output, including the operations 

that are to be performed on the images [62]. 

When a designer is faced with the task of building a system that performs one or 

multiple computer vision tasks, one of the first and hardest questions would probably be 

what hardware components he/she should use. There is a vast array of available processing 

architectures, such as DSPs, FPGAs, SoCs, ASICs, GPPs (General Purpose Processors) 

and GPUs. This dissertation focuses on the tradeoffs between FPGAs and GPUs. 
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Only through complete understanding of the real time vision pipeline and of the 

steps involved in every stage can we fully optimize the process, insert processing and 

storage at optimal places, and cull data before it incurs unnecessary computational cost. 

The goal is to achieve the best tradeoff between several conflicting goals, dependent 

variables that systems typically are concerned with: 

 Application performance (executing with the minimum amount of resources); 

 Speed (velocity of execution); 

 Power dissipation (energy consumption); 

 System size (area occupation). 

The complete picture of a real time computer vision pipeline must begin with 

digital image sensors and processing chips, followed by image operations and their 

characteristics, running at carefully selected hardware components. Next, we will focus our 

attention over the main image operations needed by the algorithms. 

5.3.1. Image Operations 

This section addresses the question of how well certain operations are suited to 

implementation on FPGAs and GPUS, regarding image data processed using different 

algorithms. 

An algorithm’s speed performance on an FPGA or GPU often differs vastly from 

its performance on a CPU. The following algorithm characteristics lend themselves to 

execution in special hardware: 

 Data stream and sequential data access, as opposed to random access; 

 Multiple, largely independent streams of data; 

 High data rates with few instructions per datum; 

 A fixed data packet size, or a size below a tight bound; 

 Stream computations that can be broken up into pipeline stages, that is, the same 

set of computations can be applied to lots of data; 

 Algorithms that are parallelizable at instruction module level, that is, little between-

stream communication is necessary; 

 The operations require only fixed-precision values (integer or fixed-point fractions). 

The last characteristic is less applied to GPUs, since most current video cards 

support floating-point operations. The same cannot be said about double precision data 

manipulation, since this is not massively supported yet on the newest GPUs. 
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Desirable operations to be executed on high performance hardware are typically 

lower-level functions that pre-process the image for further high level analysis, and might 

include: 

 Convolution/cross correlation, 2D and separable filters (gaussian, wavelets etc.); 

 Subsampling at regular intervals; 

 Canny edge detection; 

 Sum of absolute differences (SAD) of an image region of interest (ROI) with a 

stored patch; 

 Edge orientation, histogram and integral image calculation; 

 Online calculation of global or ROI statistics: min, max, mean or variance, higher-

order moments; 

 Online Bayer sample pattern conversion into RGB, HSV, GRAY etc.; 

 Online color space conversion (RGB2GRAY, RGB2HSV). 

These simpler operations can be implemented in both FPGA and GPU platforms, 

with little effort. As the complexity of operations increases, the difficulty of implementing 

such operations on FPGA grows faster than on GPU. 

Table 5-4. Data interdependency in image space 

Description Possible applications 

Pixel processing: a single pass over the image is 

sufficient, and a pixel’s new value is only 

determined by one source pixel value. 

LUTs; Graylevel or color thresholding; Color space 

conversion; Brightness correction; Arithmetic 

operations; Logic operations 

N-pass: multiple passes over the image and data 

space are necessary; however, only one source pixel 

value determines the new pixel value. 

Count, min, max, avg, stddev; Histogram equalization 

or histogram matching; Hough transforms 

Fixed-size block access: the value of pixels in an 

area of known and fixed size determines the output 

value. 

Morphology; Convolution, filtering; Pyramids; 

Wavelets; KLT feature tracking 

Data-independent, global access: multiple source 

pixel values from pixels all over the image 

determine the outcome of the operation. The 

access pattern is known, however. 

Viola-Jones face detection algorithm; Warping or 

remapping for distortion correction 

Data-dependent, random access: multiple source 

pixel values from pixels all over the image 

determine the outcome of the operation. The 

access pattern is determined by the values read 

from the source pixels. 

Naïve flood fill; Contour finding (labeling) 
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Table 5-4 shows common operations and the complexity of their data access 

patterns. For best speed and memory performance, the algorithm accesses only a single 

pixel at time and the sequence of pixel accesses is known in advance. On the opposite end 

of the spectrum are algorithms that require large amounts of data for result calculation and 

their access pattern is not known beforehand; for example, when it is dynamically 

dependent on the results of previous calculations. Hence, speed and memory complexity of 

the methods mentioned in Table 5-4 increases from top to bottom. 

5.3.2. Final Considerations 

The huge benefit brought by FPGAs is the great flexibility in logic, offering 

extreme parallelism in data flow and processing to vision applications. A good example 

would be to place a region of interest in the FPGA and perform pixel operations on the 

entire region simultaneously. FPGAs can achieve speeds close to DSPs and ASICs with 

lower clock frequencies and higher performance, require a bit more power than an ASIC, 

have much lower non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs, but higher volume prices than 

ASICs. 

Algorithm developers and software engineers are usually trained on sequential 

models. That skill and the flexibility of logic circuitry make parallel designs on FPGAs a 

challenging task, particularly because mostly the best implementation is not intuitively 

apparent. FPGAs are a great resource for parallelism and offer tremendous flexibility to the 

embedded vision processing system. On the other hand, large FPGAs are quite power 

hungry and their clock rates are lower than a typical DSP’s clock rate. 

GPUs provide raw horsepower for data-intensive applications that require real time 

performance. Their processors can efficiently handle mathematical computations. Also, 

GPUs are optimized for floating-point calculations in contrast to most integer-optimized 

and fixed-point FPGA solutions. 

Designers must still consider the tradeoffs between power and performance as 

higher-end GPUs tend to demand high-power resources. Very often, GPUs are matched 

with specialized memories (VRAM or video RAM) that offer higher bandwidth at a higher 

system cost. To realize the full benefits of GPUs, programmers must properly partition 

algorithms for GPUs since there may be setup penalties to initiate tasks on GPUs. GPUs 

are extremely powerful resources and probably we are currently only seeing the beginning 

of their utilization for vision tasks.  
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Chapter 6 – Conclusion 

This work shed light on what has been developed on embedded computing and 

GPUs regarding computer vision and AR algorithms. It has focused implementations on 

both FPGA and GPU platforms, along with the advantages and disadvantages of using 

each of them. 

We evaluated the research presented by performing four different case studies 

directly related to the development of AR applications for the targeted platforms. 

Comparisons with CPU reference implementations were made in order to show the real 

gain when using such platforms for different computer vision algorithms. 

It was shown that it is possible to have gain by simply translating a sequential code 

from CPU to FPGA. If the code performs a specialized task, and if the task can be 

pipelined, the FPGA can outperform without too much effort a CPU running the same 

algorithm. 

The parallel implementations shown in both FPGA and GPU demonstrated that 

they are the best choice for algorithms presenting separable computations and having few 

data dependencies. 

For now, GPUs present the most significant gain for applications with the 

characteristics listed before. If the project must run in small devices or have low power 

consumption, FPGAs are the only choice, since GPUs are still evolving to the world of 

mobile computing. The NVIDIA Tegra chip [138] may be considered one of the first 

efforts directed to miniaturizing the processing power inherent of video cards. 

6.1. Contributions 

The main contributions of this work can be resumed as follows: 

 Study and experimentations about FPGA and GPU, two of the most 

promising platforms for implementing computer vision and AR algorithms. 

We provide details regarding both platforms, at the same time as we show 

what has been done recently using both of them. 

 Algorithm implementations for exemplifying features of both platforms. 

Four different case studies, each one selected based on specific 

characteristics for highlighting the potential of the targeted platforms, are 

detailed along with their implementation. 
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 The comparison performed between the case studies and their respective 

reference implementations. This allows analyzing in which solutions there is 

a real gain in performance, or if it is worth to migrate from CPU to any 

other solution in some specific cases. 

6.2. Future Work 

Some future work has been identified as an evolution of this work. They are listed 

below: 

 The definition of a unified programming model for different video cards. 

By the use of this model, the same project created for executing on 

NVIDIA cards could be “recompiled” with little effort in order to run on 

video cards from different manufacturers. 

 Energy consumption analysis of the same application being executed on 

different platforms (desktop PC, FPGA/DSP and GPU). This information 

would be useful for designers dealing with critical energy systems. 

 Definition of a framework that according to the project characteristics, and 

an associated weight for each one of them, would be capable of supporting 

the designer on the choice of the execution platform. The designer should 

answer a sequence of questions and the application could point the most 

indicated platform for running the desired project. 

 Creation of a tool for translating code between different platforms (for 

example, FPGA and CPU). Such tool should comprise a simulator capable 

of accurately estimating the performance and power consumption for each 

different platform. 

 Suggestion of a new computational platform, which would share the global 

memory between CPU and GPU. This way, the bottleneck of transmitting 

data from host to device and vice-versa would be diminished. 
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Appendix 

 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 

ABNT Associação Brasileira de Normas Técnicas 

ALM Adaptive Logic Module 

ALUT Adaptive Look-up Table 

AR Augmented Reality 

ASIC Application Specific Integrated Circuit 

CMOS Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture 

CV Computer Vision 

DSP Digital Signal Processor 

FFT Fast Fourier Transform 

FPGA Field Programmable Gate Array 

GB Gigabyte 

GDDR Graphics Double Data Rate 

GFTT Good Features to Track 

GPGPU General-Purpose Computing on Graphics Processing Units 

GPU Graphics Processing Unit 

GRVM Virtual Reality and Multimedia Research Group 

HD High Definition 

HDL Hardware Description Language 

HMD Head-Mounted Display 

KLT Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi 

LCD Liquid Crystal Display 

LSI Large Scale Integration 

MAR Markerless Augmented Reality 

MB Megabytes 

M-RAM Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory 

PC Personal Computer 
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PE Processing Element 

PLL Phase-Locked Loop 

PPU Physics Processor Unit 

RAM Random Access Memory 

RGB Red, Green and Blue 

SIFT Scale-Invariant Feature Transform 

UFPE Federal University of Pernambuco 

VGA Video Graphics Array 

VHDL Very-High-Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language 

VLSI Very Large Scale Integration 

XGA Extended Graphics Array 

 

 

 


